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Most plant breeding programs have been concerned with 
simultaneous improvement of several characters. These char­
acters may not be equally important or may not be independent 
of each other, but all of them affect the practical value of a 
plant in varying degrees. Therefore, a plant breeder has to 
consider them before deciding which plants will be selected 
for parents of the next generation. 
In population improvement programs in com involving re­
current selection, plant types and resistance to insects or 
diseases as well as yielding ability in early testing have been 
used as criteria in selection. All of these characters might 
not be evaluated in every generation or in the same generation 
due to the space and effort required. Therefore, a corn breed­
er has several options for selection. His selection may be 
yield and/or various combinations of several characters. He 
must make choices as to when and how to impose selection 
criteria. 
There are several breeding methods, with different effi­
ciencies, that can be employed in simultaneous selection for 
various characters. The most efficient method should be the 
one that gives the maximum genetic advance per unit of time 
for a given expenditure of effort and funds. 
Selection index theory, which was proposed by Smith (1936) 
as a "discriminant function", has been demonstrated to be an 
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efficient method to provide maximum genetic improvement (Hazel 
and Lush, 1942). This procedure has been used widely among 
animal breeders, but plant breeders have made little use of 
index selection in the past due to the tedious calculations 
of indices. However, this process is finding increasing use 
in recent years because of the relative ease with which in­
dices can now be calculated by an electronic computer. 
The objectives of this study have been: 
1. To estimate phenotypic and genotypic variances and 
covariances among 18 characters of 144 families 
of a maize population. 
2. To estimate error, phenotypic, and genotypic corre­
lations between all possible pairs of the 18 
characters. 
3« To estimate heritability values of those characters. 
4. To compare alternative procedures of.simultaneous 
selection when certain characters or combinations of 
characters are used as selection indices in different 
stages of population improvement. 
5. To estimate expected gains from the use of the above 
indices. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The theory of a selection index designed for selecting 
plant lines was first suggested by Smith (1936). He used 
Fisher's concept of "discriminant function" to derive a linear 
function of observable characters as the best available guide 
to the genetic value of each line in wheat. Later, Hazel 
(1943) presented the genetic basis for constructing selection 
indices with maximum accuracy. He also gave examples of the 
construction of selection indices by the multiple correlation 
method. Both Smith and Hazel stated that the following infor­
mation is necessary to construct the index; (a) relative 
economic values for the different traits; (b) their phenotypic 
and genotypic variances; and (c) the phenotypic and genotypic 
covariances (or correlations) between each pair of traits. 
With the realization that the selection index developed 
by Smith (1936) and Hazel (19^ 3) might lead to undesirable 
genetic changes beyond requirement in some characters, Kemp-
thome and Nordskog (1959) proposed the so-called "restricted 
selection index" to solve this problem. This method maximizes 
genetic progress under the restriction that progress in cer­
tain characters be zero. In general, increasing restriction 
of the index will decrease the correlation between the index 
and economic value. 
Tallis (1962) extended the restricted selection index to 
the case of selecting an optimum genotype. Under his proposal, 
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genetic improvement in one or more characters is allowed to 
change to the optimum value, while progress in others can in­
crease without limit. He suggested that, because of the 
accumulated errors in the use of such indices in a breeding 
program, the index should be recalculated from time to time 
as actual progress is assessed. 
Although several selection methods can be used in the 
simultaneous improvement of various characters, a selection 
index based on a number of measurements has been demonstrated 
as the most efficient procedure in obtaining genetic progress. 
In studying the efficiencies of three methods of selec­
tion, i.e., tandem selection, a selection index, and indepen­
dent culling levels, Hazel and Lush (1942) indicate that in 
order to select most efficiently, three things which influence 
practical value need to be known: (1) the relative economic 
value of each trait; (2) the heritability of each trait; and 
(3) the genetic and environmental correlations among traits. 
They have shown that selection for an index which gives proper 
weight to each trait is the most efficient method of changing 
the aggregate genotypic value of a population. Young (I96I) 
reached the same conclusion when he extended the comparisons 
of the relative efficiency of the three methods of selection 
in terms of genetic gains in economic units. He also showed 
that the superiority of the index over other methods increases 
with an increasing number of traits under selection, but de­
creases with increasing differences in relative importance. 
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The superiority of the index is at a maximum when the traits 
are of equal importance. The superiority of the index over 
independent culling levels decreases with increasing selec­
tion intensity, but its superiority over tandem selection is 
independent of intensity. 
Hazel and Lush (1942) indicate that the method of inde­
pendent culling levels has a practical advantage over index 
selection in that individuals may be culled for each trait as 
soon as it becomes evident. 
Searle (I965) developed an expression for the standard 
error of an estimator of the efficiency of indirect selection 
relative to direct selection and also discussed conditions 
under which indirect selection might be considered preferable. 
Various possibilities were considered, but one of his conclu­
sions indicates that combining two characters in a selection 
index is always better than using either character alone. This 
superiority is enhanced, if, for heritabilities that are similar 
in magnitude, the genetic correlation is small and the pheno-
typic correlation is close to unity, or if, for greatly dis­
parate heritabilities, the genetic correlation is significantly 
large. 
Sprague (I966) pointed out that modifications of several 
attributes normally are manipulated simultaneously in continu­
ing improvement. Hence, adequate consideration should be 
given to an efficient scheme for modifying several traits. 
He believes that, based on genetic theory, where realistic 
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economic weights and accurate variance and covariance estimates 
are available, a selection index will be more effective than 
any system involving either levels of culling or arbitrary 
choice. 
Pesek and Baker (1969a) simulated two-stage, tandem selec­
tion and index selection to investigate the relative effi­
ciencies of these two methods of selection as they apply to 
correlated traits in self-pollinated crops. Two traits were 
assumed negatively correlated due to repulsion linkages, and 
correlations ranging from 0.00 to -0.95 corresponding to link­
age intensities of O.50 to 0.05 were considered. Each trait 
was controlled by five different loci with equal genetic 
effects, and three levels of environmental variability were 
assumed. Economic values were set at 0,^ , 1.0, and 1.5 for 
one trait and 1.0 for the other. The study showed that index 
selection was superior to tandem selection for all combina­
tions of parameters simulated. The efficiency of tandem selec­
tion was increased substantially by selecting the most valuable 
trait first. On the other hand, the efficiency of index selec­
tion could be increased by more frequent estimation of selec­
tion index coefficients. 
It is well recognized that a selection index is the most 
efficient method in concurrent improvement of several quanti­
tative characters. However, this method still has some limita­
tions, such as the difficulty in obtaining reliable estimates 
of phenotypic and genotypic variances and covariances, the 
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problem of assigning the appropriate economic importance to 
each character, and the need to wait until measurements are 
made for all characters. 
The unreliable estimates used in the calculation of 
weighting parameters might result in the construction of a less 
effective selection index than theory would indicate because 
the reliability of the sample estimates will depend on the 
estimation procedure, the structure of data, and the sample 
size. Brim et al. (1959) indicated that the deductions leading 
to the superiority of indices over other methods of selection 
and the correctness of the estimated superiority of one index 
over another were dependent upon having correct values for the 
phenotypic and genotypic variances and covariances and for the 
relative economic values or worth. Williams (I962) and 
Harris (I963. 1964) have pointed out the importance of using 
a considerable amount of data for index construction. Harris 
(1964) concluded that there is a tendency to overestimate the 
progress from selection for a particular calculated index. 
This bias is considerable with limited amounts of data but be­
comes fairly small with amounts of data sufficient to give 
reasonably good calculated indices. 
The merits of a selection index when applied to simultane­
ous selection for more than one character as well as when 
applied to improvement of a primary character have been dis­
cussed by Falconer (I96O). He points out that, though index 
selection can be applied to both individual and family selec­
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tion, family selection is not greatly improved by the use of an 
index. This is because the family heritabilities of the compo­
nent characters are generally fairly high and the mean economic 
value of a family in terms of phenotypic values is not very 
different from its merit in terms of breeding values. There­
fore, family selection for economic value can be applied with 
little loss of efficiency if the phenotypic values are weighted 
only by the relative economic importance of each component 
character. Falconer also indicates that selection by means of 
an index becomes complicated when many component characters are 
involved. Some estimates of population parameters cannot 
usually be obtained with any great precision; hence, the index 
cannot be regarded as much more than a rough guide to procedure. 
Williams (I962) called the index obtained by using sample 
estimates an "estimated index" and concluded that difficulties 
in accurate estimation of parameters needed to establish an 
estimated index could cause it to be less effective than 
theory would indicate. As an alternative, he suggested the use 
of a base index in which the characters are weighted only by 
their economic values. This index might prove superior to an 
estimated index constructed with estimated parameters, es­
pecially when the estimates are subject to large variation. 
The added advantage of simplicity of application also favored 
the use of the base index. 
Elgin et al. (1970) reported that the disappointingly 
small amount of progress from the use of an estimated index in 
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their study was due to poor estimation of the weighting 
pairameters used in computing the estimated index values in 
each cycle of selection. The estimates varied considerably 
from cycle to cycle, but part of the variation had resulted 
from the use of small samples in the analyses of variance for 
obtaining the estimates. Under such circumstances, they 
recommended the use of the base index unless the breeder is 
very confident of estimating the parameters needed for the 
estimated index. Upon obtaining consistently reliable weight­
ing parameters, excellent progress should be obtained with 
the estimated index. 
Assigning the relative weights to the characters is often 
elaborate and in some cases almost impossible. Hazel and 
Lush (1942) stated that the greatest practical objection to 
the selection index was the difficulty in knowing how much 
importance should be given each trait in making up the index. 
Miller et al. (1958) also reported that the assigning of a 
realistic index in cotton breeding was a rather complex prob­
lem, because such weights could not be safely based on the 
current price structure, but rather must reflect future price-
quality trends. Elston (1963) considered the problem of how 
to rank individuals with respect to measures of several traits 
jointly when nothing is to be assumed about which economic 
weights are appropriate. He then developed a selection or 
ranking index on intuitive grounds and showed it to be, in a 
certain sense, weight-free. In case there are errors of 
1 
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measurements, a modification of Smith's (I936) selection 
index was suggested. Another solution was given by Pesek and 
Baker (1969b) who suggested the use of "desired genetic gains" 
of individual characters in a selection program to substitute 
for relative economic weights in the calculation of selection 
indices. The same authors (Pesek and Baker, 1970) explained 
in detail and applied the modified selection method to selec­
tion for maturity, height and yield among families derived from 
a hybrid population of wheat. The methods and problems of 
using index selection in self-pollinated species were also 
discussed. 
Selection indices have been used with varying degrees of 
success in various crops, but generally favorable results have 
been reported. In the demonstration by Robinson et al. (1951) 
to show how to construct a selection index, 28 possible geno-
typic and phenotypic correlations were computed from the com­
bined analyses of three populations of prolific com for eight 
characters: plant height, ear height, husk extension, husk 
score, ears per plant, ear length, ear diameter, and yield. 
The genotypic and phenotypic variances and covariances enter­
ing into the computation of the correlations were used to con­
struct various selection indices. They showed that the use 
of selection indices had considerable efficiency over selec­
tion for yield alone. They also pointed out that, in order 
to make proper use of such characters in selection, their 
importance must be appropriately considered in the definition 
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o.r economic worth. When this is done, the progress measured 
in terras of yield alone will almost certainly be less than 
when the economic importance of plant type is included. 
Johnson et. al. (1955) studied the genotypic and pheno-
typic correlations- in soybeans and their implications in se­
lection. Twenty-four characters were observed in the two 
populations of lines in the F'j^ generation. They found that 
estimates of genetic progress in yield expected from the use 
of various selection indices indicated that selection based 
on the combination of fruiting period and seed weight would 
be essentially as effective as selection for yield itself in 
both populations. Addition of resistance to lodging, oil per­
centage, and protein percentage to the index resulted in a 
moderate increase in its efficiency. Indices for oil content 
were considerably less effective than selections based on oil 
percentage itself, and even when oil percentage was included 
in the index the indicated progress did not exceed that ex­
pected from selection for oil alone. 
In/another report, Johnson et al. (195^) evaluated the 
expected improvement in economic worth from the use of selec­
tion indices in soybean breeding. The economic worth of soy­
beans was defined as a function of the yield and price of oil 
and protein. Selection indices were computed for various com­
binations of six characters (oil, protein, yield, lodging, 
seed weight, and fruiting period) and for three variations in 
the relative price of protein to oil in each of two populations. 
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They fount! that the relative weights for the characters varied 
considerably from one population to another just as the price 
ratio of oil to protein varied. Using long-time average price 
ratios of oil to protein and selecting the top % of the 
lines, the expected gain in worth from selection based on all 
six characters was equivalent in value to 70 and 67 pounds of 
oil per acre in populations 1 and 2, respectively. The ex­
pected gains from selection based on yield alone were equiva­
lent to 49 and 52 pounds of oil per acre. An index based on 
oil, protein, and yield was approximately 80^  as effective in 
both populations as the one utilizing all six characters and 
slightly inferior to an index based on the three easily 
measured characters of lodging, seed weight, and fruiting 
period. 
Manning (195^ ) reported the results achieved by using a 
selection index technique with a continuously self-fertilized 
variety of upland cotton. He computed a new index in each of 
six generations and predicted a cumulative increase for the 
six generations of 38^  in lint yield. The increase realized 
from an index of bolls per plant, seeds per boll, and lint 
per seed was 355^ * The same breeding program had been carried 
further. Manning (1963) showed an increase realized in yield 
of about 30/^  in 12 generations of index selection. The 
cumulative expected response from 12 generations of index 
selection was 50^ , while the expected response to single trait 
selection for yield was 
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One of the pertinent questions in using a selection 
index is whether or not a selection index determined from a 
source of data can be used as a general index for a breeding 
program. Hanson and Johnson (1957) pointed out that the suc­
cess of such a general index depends upon the sampling errors 
expected for the estimated weights of the index and the errors 
involved in the estimation of the genotype by environment 
interaction. They suggested the use of an index obtained 
from the combining of information from a series of experiments 
evaluated over several environments. The authors stated: 
The purpose of combining two or more sources of data 
would be to minimize sampling errors, including the 
errors resulting from an inadequate estimation of the 
environment by genotype interaction, and to broaden 
the extent of sampling of genotypic or segregating 
populations. 
The difficulties of combining data and a weighting procedure 
fo'r data obtained for experiments with differential preci­
sion had been discussed. Procedures were outlined for calcu­
lating the advance in genetic worth, and in individual char­
acters, when selection is to be based on any set of phenotypic 
weights. From the theoretical considerations, it was shown 
that the ratio of the expected genetic advance for a general 
index to the maximum genetic advance expected for the data 
utilizing a specific index is the expected correlation between 
the indices of phenotypic values obtained with the two indices. 
As an example, data of two soybean populations from the study 
of Johnson et al. (1956) were used to construct indices based 
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on specific data from individual populations, on the pooled 
estimates from both populations, and on economic worth. The 
average progress expected from an index based on economic worth 
did not differ appreciably from the advance expected from the 
optimum index. They concluded that a general selection index 
based on economic weight appeared feasible for a soybean 
breeding program. 
Miller et al. (1958) studied ten characters in each of 
three populations of and lines of upland cotton evaluated 
oyer several locations and years. Various estimates of genetic, 
environmental, and genotype x environment interaction vari­
ances and covariances for all traits were obtained and their 
implications for selection and breeding procedures were dis­
cussed. Utilizing the information furnished by the variance 
and covariance relationships, several selection indices for 
lint yield were constructed and evaluated. They found that 
f.everal of the indices, which included lint percentage, boll 
number, and seed index in addition to yield itself, appeared 
to be of possible value as an aid to selection, particularly 
in situations where the material was subjected to only limited 
testing. 
Brim et al. (1959) computed selection indices involving 
15 combinations of oil, protein, yield, lodging, seed weight, 
and fruiting period in two populations of lines of soybeans 
evaluated at two or three locations in the generation. 
Three price ratios of oil to protein (1:1, 1:.6, and 1:.2) 
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were considered for each index. The advance expected in pounds 
of oil per acre, pounds of protein per acre, and pounds of oil 
equivalent per acre were computed for all indices and price 
ratios and from selecting the top 55^  of the progenies. They 
reported that the advance in pounds of oil or protein for a 
given index was little affected by changes in price ratio in 
population 1; but in population 2, advance in oil increased 
and advance in protein decreased markedly as the relative 
price of protein decreased for indices involving any two or 
all of the characters oil, protein, and yield. Oil v/as the 
most important single character in population 1 and seed 
weight in population 2. The advance in pounds of oil equiva­
lent expected from selection based on both of these charac­
ters was 101^  and 113?» of that based on oil, protein, and 
yield, and 84^  and of that based on all six characters 
in populations 1 and 2, respectively. Two easily measured 
characters, seed weight and fruiting period, were estimated 
to give 84^  and 112^  of the advance expected from oil, protein, 
and yield in populations 1 and 2, respectively. 
Elgin et al. (1970) compared four methods of multiple 
trait selection—tandem, modified independent culling levels, 
estimated index (Smith's method), and base index (the traits 
weighted only by their economic values)-~for improvement of 
alfalfa for resistance to four foliar diseases and for in­
creasing recovery after cutting in greenhouse and growth 
chamber facilities. They reported that the base index and 
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estimated index methods were most effective, the modified 
independent culling levels method was intermediate, and the 
tandem method was least effective. 
Subandi et al. (1973) compared the efficiencies of selec­
tion indices for three traits in two variety crosses of com. 
They computed gains.expected from selection based on five se­
lection indices, i.e., simple multiplicative and additive in­
dices, and indices constructed by formal statistical proce­
dures (Smith's index) involving three traits (grain yield, 
stalk lodging, and dropped ears) and also based on single 
traits. Economic importance was assigned to stalk lodging 
and dropped ears by assuming that a increase in either 
trait resulted in a 1^  decrease in grain yield. The gain in 
machine-harvestable yield expected from selection based on 
(multiplicative index) was 5^ /^  and 29^  above that based on 
yield alone in the B x SS and B x K populations, respectively, 
while the increases from the use of (Smith's index) were 
6^^  and 32^ . 
Kuhn and Stucker (1973) evaluated four selection indices 
on the basis of predicted simultaneous improvement for yield 
and ears per plant utilizing S^  progeny testing in two com 
populations. Predicted genetic gains were computed for yield 
and ears per plant using six selection criteria: yield only, 
ears per plant only, and four selection indices each involving 
four characters (yield, ears per plant, ear length, and kernel 
depth). Index selection with yield as the measure of economic 
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worth gave no predicted advantage to selection for yield it­
self, and index selection with ears per plant as the measure 
of economic worth resulted in no advantage to selection for 
ears per plant itself. The failure of index selection to be 
superior to selection for yield or ears per plant can be 
ascribed to the high heritability for yield and ears per 
plant obtained by progeny testing. A selection index with 
economic worth as a linear function of yield and ears per 
plant gave no predicted advantage in combined progress for 
yield and ears per plant over selection for yield itself, 
although selection for ears per plant resulted in a substantial 
predicted increase in ears per plant and considerable pre­
dicted correlated yield response. 
Index selection may be applied to mass selection as well 
as to selection methods based upon progeny means. De Wolff 
(1972) suggested the use of index selection in the selection 
of individual plants. This method, called individual index 
selection, combines the advantages of mass selection and index 
selection. It is proposed as an efficient method for the 
initial stage of a population improvement program. In his 
study, he calculated selection indices for individual selection 
in maize using estimates of the population parameters obtained 
either from a parent-offspring relationship or from a sib 
analysis: 
The parent-offspring relationship was studied for 121 
open-pollinated plants of Samaru Composite 2 and on 36 open-
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pollinated plants of Colombian Composite. Recorded from 
each plant were 12 different characters and the mean yield of 
its progeny. These records were used to construct several se­
lection indices for the improvement of yield. The response to 
index selection was studied using Colombian Composite as the 
test population for the selection indices calculated for 
Samaru Composite 2, and vice versa. The response to individu­
al selection could be improved by between 35/^  and 71^  through 
the use of a selection index. An optimal response was ob­
tained from selection indices including about four different 
traits. 
A sib analysis from 36 half-sib progenies of Colombian 
Composite provided the estimates of the single-plant herita-
bilities and the genetic and phenotypic correlations for yield 
and resistance to stalk and root lodgings with 30 different 
traits. These estimates were used to construct selection 
indices for the individual improvement of yield, resistance to 
stalk lodging or resistance to root lodging. Selection indices 
were also constructed for the simultaneous improvement of yield 
and resistance to stalk and root lodgings. Although no ex­
perimental data were available to test these selection indices, 
data for 14 characters from the 36 parent plants were used to 
test selection indices for yield calculated from the sib 
analysis. It was found that the expected and realized re­
sponses which resulted from the application of selection in­
dices were in good agreement with each other, while the 
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realized responses to index selection were in almost all cases 
superior to the realized response to truncation selection for 
yield. 
20 
MSRIALS AND METHODS 
One hundred and forty-four S-j^  families of Iowa Stiff 
Stalk Synthetic No. 2 (BSSS2) maize were used in this study. 
BSSS2 is [BSSS(HT)C6 x BSSS(R)C^ ]syn-3. where BSSS(HT)C6 is 
the sixth cycle of a recurrent selection program for general 
combining ability using Iowa 13 as a tester (Russell et al., 
1971), and BSSS(R)C4 is the fourth cycle of reciprocal recur­
rent selection using 3SCB1 (Com Borer Synthetic No. 1) as 
the reciprocal variety (Penny and Eberhart, 1971). Approxi­
mately 3,000 plants from the BSSS2 breeding population were 
grown, and 1,000 plants were self-pollinated. At harvest, 
plants were selected for lodging resistance, reduced ear 
height, early flowering, and prolificacy. From these 
selected plants, 288 S^  families were arbitrarily assigned to 
two sets of 144 lines. One of these sets v;as used in this 
study. 
Evaluations of 18 characters were obtained from several 
experiments conducted during the years from 1970 to 1972. 
Data for cold tolerance (percentage emergence, emergence 
index, and seedling dry weight) and European com borer 
(Ostrinia nubilalis Hilbner) resistance were recorded 
in 1970. Data for yield, moisture percentage, root and stalk 
lodgings, and plant and ear heights v/ere obtained from yield 
trials in 1971. Data for com rootworm f Diabrotica virgifera 
LeConte, western corn rootworm; D. longicomis (Say), northern 
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com rootworm; and D. undecimpunctata howardi Barber, southern 
com rootworm] resistance (root damage, root size, and secon-^  
dary root growth ratings) and tasselling date were collected 
in 1971-72. A summary of materials and methods used is. given 
in Table 1. Facilities to carry on the investigations were 
provided by the corn breeding project of USDA-ARS and the Iowa 
Agriculture Experiment Station. Investigations of resistance 
to com rootv/omiG and com borer were conducted in cooperation 
with entomologists in the Department of Zoology and 
Entomology, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, and USDA 
European Corn Borer Laboratory, Ankeny, Iowa. 
Experiments Conducted 
Experiments in 1970 
The 144 selected lines from BSSS2 were planted in a 12 x 
12 lattice with two replications at the Agronomy .Farm near 
Ames, Iowa, on April I7, 1970. Seventeen seeds of each line 
were planted in the 1^ 2 cm single-row plots which were spaced 
30 cm apart. 
Thirty days after planting, lines were evaluated for 
final emergence percentage and seedling dry weight in dg (dried 
to constant moisture.at 83°C). The number of emerged plants 
in each line v;as recorded every two days for 30 days, and 
these counts were substituted in the following formula (Smith 
and Millett, 1964) that was used to calculate the emergence 
index, an estimate of emergence rate: 
Table 1. Summary of materials and methods used 
No. No. 
Year Location Field design families reps 
1970 Agronomy Farm 12 X 12 lattice 1# 2 
Ames C.B. Nursery 12 X 12 lattice 1# 2 
1971 Agronomy Farm 12 X 12 lattice 14-4 2 
Ames C.B. Nursery 12 X 12 lattice 144 2 
Martinsburg 12 X 12 lattice 144 2 
Ankeny 12 X 12 lattice 144 2 
Dayton 12 X 12 lattice 144 3 
1972 Dayton 12 X 12 lattice 141 3 
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Plot Row No. No. Plant 
length width plants rows spacing Date 
(cm) (cm) iper plot per plot (cm) planted 
152 30 17 1 9 April 17 
600 76 17 1 31 May 5 
406 76 38 2 25 April 23 
4o6 76 38 2 25 May 5 
386 97 36 2 48 May 11 
386 91 36 2 , 48 May 14 
610 76 26 1 25 May 13 
610 76 26 1 25 May 31 
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Emergence index = 
Z(plants emerged on a day)(days after planting) . 
total plants emerged, 30 days after planting 
A similar experiment was planted in one-row plots (6m 
long and 76 cm apart) on May 5» 1970, in the Ames Com Borer 
Nursery, approximately 10 km from the Agronomy Farm. There 
were 17 seeds planted per plot. This experiment also was 
arranged in a 12 x 12 lattice with two replications and was 
evaluated for first-brood resistance to the European com 
borer. 
Artificial infestation of plants with the European com 
borer egg masses was made when the plants were in the mid-
whorl stage of growth. Several applications were made at two-
to three-day intervals. An application consisted of placing 
two egg masses into the whorl of each plant. Each egg mass 
contained approximately 30 eggs which had been incubated to 
near the hatching stage before being placed in the whorl of 
the plants. 
Leaf feeding ratings were made 20 to 25 days after egg 
hatch. A nine-class rating scale was used for evaluating 
borer leaf feeding in the late-whorl stage of plant develop­
ment. A general description of visual leaf-feeding rating 
classes for evaluating the amount of plant injury for different 
levels of larval establishment and survival v;as presented by 
Guthrie et al. (i960) and is given in the following summary: 
Class 1. No visible leaf injury or a small amount of pin 
or fine shot-hole type of injury on a few leaves. 
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ijmall amount of shot-hole type lesions on a 
few leaves. 
Shot-hole injury common on several leaves. 
Several leaves with shot-hole and elongated 
lesions. 
Several leaves with elongated lesions. 
Several leaves with elongated lesions (about 
2.5 cm). 
Long lesions common on about one-half of the 
leaves. 
Long lesions common on about two-thirds of the 
leaves. 
I'lost of leaves with long lesions. 
Plants were rated on a plot basis. There were 11 missing 
plots in one replication, and the data from.each of these 
families in the other replication were used to estimate missing 
plot values. 
Experiments in 1971 
Four yield trials of the 144 lines were grown at the 
Agronomy Farm, Ames C.3. Nursery, Martinsburg, and Ankeny with 
planting dates of April 23, May 5, H, and 14, 1971i respec­
tively. The experimental design v/as a 12 x 12 lattice, with 
two replications of two-row plots. At the Agronomy Farm and 
Ames C.B. Nursery there were-34 hills (38 plants) in each 
plot, with 76 cm between rows and 25 cm between hills in 
the rovfs. At Martinsburg and Ankeny there were only 14 
hills (36 plants) in each plot, with 48 cm between hills in 









Data for yield and moisture were obtained from the experiments 
at all locations, but data for root and stalk lodgings and 
plant and ear heights were taken only from experiments at 
Martinsburg and Ankeny. 
Plant and ear heights were recorded in centimeters on the 
first ten competitive plants in each plot, and a plot mean was 
computed. Plant height was measured as the distance from the 
ground to the collar of the flag leaf. Ear height was measured 
as the distance from the ground to the node bearing the top 
ear. Stalk lodging was expressed as a percentage of the stalks 
broken below the ear in each plot. Root lodging was expressed 
as a percentage of the stalks that leaned more than 30° from 
the vertical. Harvest weights as pounds per plot of ear com 
were obtained from Ames C.B. Nursery and Ankeny, but at the 
Agronomy Farm and Martinsburg, harvest weights were obtained 
as pounds per plot of shelled grain. Random samples of grain 
from each plot were taken to obtain a measurement of the mois­
ture at harvest in each plot of each entry. Harvested weights 
were adjusted to 15» 5?^  moisture in shelled grain and multiplied 
by the appropriate conversion factor to obtain yields in 
quintals per hectare. 
Another group of seed samples from the 144 families was 
grown for evaluations of maturity and resistance to com 
rootworms at Dayton, Iowa, on May 13, 1971. This location was 
chosen as to the likelihood of high rootworm population which 
was enhanced by planting a mixture of different maturity 
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hybrids of com in the desired plot area late in the growing 
season of the year prior to planting the actual experiment. 
Such late-planted com tends to serve as a trap crop in that 
it attracts adult rootworms from surrounding areas to feed on 
the green silks produced late in the season. In theory, 
according to Owens (1971)• the trap crop serves as an excellent 
oviposition site for female beetles feeding in the field 
because the majority of the surrounding fields are more 
mature and less appealing. 
All families were hand planted in three replications of 
a 12 X 12 lattice design. Two seeds were planted every 
25 cm in the 6.1 m single-row plots; row spacing was 
76 cm. Approximately four weeks after plant emergence 
the plots were thinned to one plant per hill except for 
end hills where two plants were left. 
Maturity data were recorded as the date of O^fc pollen 
shedding for each plot in the first two replications. 
After peak pollen shedding, three plants per replication 
were selected at random (end plants were excluded from con­
sideration), tagged for identification, and dug from the soil. 
Eiben (1967) described methods for selecting, tagging, and 
digging plants and his techniques were followed in this 
study. After digging, the root systems were soaked in tubs of 
water then washed with a pressurized spray to remove the 
remaining soil. Washed roots were rated for rootworm feeding 
damage, degree of secondary root development, and size of the 
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root system. 
Root ratings were essentially those described by Eiben 
(1967) and locally known as the Iowa State University rootworm 
rating system (Owens, 1971). The six categories used in 
evaluating rootworm damage and their numerical equivalents 
were as follows: 
Class 1. Root systems showing no visible damage or with 
a few minor feeding scars. 
Class 2. Some roots of the system with feeding scars 
but with no roots eaten off to within 
3.8 cm of the plant, or with one to two 
shortened roots if the rest of the system was 
relatively free of damage. 
Class 3* Several roots eaten off to within 3*8 cm of 
the plant, but never the equivalent of an entire 
node of roots destroyed. 
Class 4. One node or the equivalent completely destroyed. 
Class 5- Two nodes of roots completely destroyed. . 
Class 6. Three or more nodes of roots completely 
destroyed. 
Size ratings were made relative to the size of other root 
systems within a given replication. Representative roots were 
selected prior to rating the replication and the remaining 
roots were rated in comparison to these standards. Six cate­
gories were used for the size ratings and a rating of 1 repre­
sented roots in the range of the largest and most vigorous 
root system while a rating of 6 was reserved for the smallest 
and least vigorous roots. The remaining ratings fell between 
these two extremes. 
Secondary root development was rated on a 1 to 6 scale 
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where the different categories were: 
Glass 1. A "value judgment" of excellence. 
Class 2. Regrowth on more than one node and good 
secondary development. 
Glass 3. Considerable secondary roots and complete node 
of regrowth. 
Glass Top ring of roots all showing at least some 
growth. 
Class 5. Few (4-6) roots on top node showing regrowth. 
Class 6. No development of secondary roots. 
Experiment in 1972 
There was only one experiment conducted for re-evaluation 
of maturity and com rootworm resistance. There were l4l 
families that had enough seed to be resampled. Thus, the 
three families with shortage of seed were omitted and replaced 
by other families with ample seed. The experiment was grown 
at Dayton, Iowa, on May 31, 1972. The experimental design, 
spacing, and techniques used to obtain data on maturity and 
com rootworm resistance were essentially the same as those 
of the experiment grown at the same location in 1971. 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
The characters under study were divided into six groups 
according to the numbers of environments and replications to 
obtain the analyses of covariance. The six groups are shown 
in Table 2. 
Analyses of Variance and Covariance 
The analyses of variance in one environment were performed 
for all characters in all groups. The experimental data were 
first analyzed as a simple lattice design following the pro­
cedure outlined by Cochran and Cox (1957)» The general linear 
statistical model used was; 
j^kl = m + Rj + + ?! + Gjki 
where I = observation of 1^  ^family in block and 
replication 
m = overall mean 
R. = effect of replication, j = l,2,...r 
J 
= effect of k^  ^block in replication, 
k = 1,2,...b 
= effect of 1^  ^family, 1 = 1,2,...f 
= random error 
and NID (0, cr^ p) 
e  ^NID (0, c g ) • 
The form of analysis of variance used for the above model 
is presented in Table 3• 
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Table 2. Groups of characters which were obtained from the 
experiments grown in the same numbers of environ­
ments and replications 
Group Character 




Com borer resistance 
Percentage emergence 
Emergence index 














Secondary root growth 
VI Root damage 
Root size 
Secondary root growth 
Tasselling date 
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Table 3« Analysis of variance and expected mean squares for 
a simple lattice design in one environment 
Source df^  MS^  EMS 
Replications (r-1) 
Families (k^ -l)= (f-1) 
Average 
effective 
error (k-l)(rk-k-l) % 
= number of families per block. 
wàë calculated from Cochran and Cox's (1957) formula, 
It was found that the efficiencies of the lattice analysis 
over a randomized complete block design ranged from 0^  to k-6fo 
among characters in different environments. Therefore, the 
analyses of variance using a simple lattice design were ob­
tained only for yield from four yield trials in 1971 (group 
III) and percentage emergence, emergence index, and seedling 
dry weight from the 1970 cold tolerance test (group II). These 
characters showed considerable increase in lattice effi­
ciencies. 
A combined analysis over four environments was conducted 
for the yield character in group III using the adjusted means 
and the linear model as follows: 
= m + El + ?! + (EF)ii 
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where» = adjusted mean of family in the i^  ^
environment 
m = overall mean 
= effect of i^  ^environment, i = 1,2,...e 
Fjl = effect of l"*^  ^family, 1 = 1,2,...f 
(EF)ii = effect of family by environment interaction 
and NID (0, 
NID (0, a^ j.) 
(EF)ii,^  NID (0, a^ pg). 
The sims of the squares were multiplied by the number of 
replications to place the ANOV's on a plot basis, and the 
effective errors were pooled over experiments to obtain an 
2 
estimate of o ^  (Table 4). 
The characters in groups I, IV, V, and VI, which showed 
small increase in lattice efficiencies, were analyzed as a 
randomized complete block design. Data for the com borer 
resistance test which were obtained from only one environment 
were analyzed by using the following statistical linear model: 
= m + + Fi + 
where* Y= observation of 1^  ^family in replication 
m = overall mean 
R. = effect of j replication, j = l,2,...r 
J 
F^  = effect of l"^  ^family, 1 = 1,2,...f 
ej2 = random error 
and F^  ^NID (0, cr^ j.) 
e.j^  ^NID (0, . 
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Table 4. A combined analysis of variance and expected mean 
squares for a simple lattice design over environments 
Source df MS EMS 
Environments (E) (e-1) «5 
Reps/E e(r-l) % 
Families (F) (f-1) 
"3 
F X E (f-1)(e-l) 
Pooled effective o  
error e[(k-l)(rk-k-l)] % 
The form of the analysis of variance used for the above 
model is presented in Table 5* 
Table 5* Analysis of variance and expected mean squares for a 
randomized complete block design in one environment 
Source df MS EMS 
Replications (r-1) 
Families (f-1) Kg 
Error (r-1)(f-1)  ^
Data for characters in groups IV, V, and VI were obtained 
from two environments. Therefore, combined analyses of vari­
ance were performed for those characters using the following 
model: 
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I^jl = M + 
where: Y. .-, = observation of family in replication 
th 
and i environment 
m = overall mean 
= effect of i^  ^environment, i = 1,2,...e 
j = effect of replication in i^  ^environment, 
j = 1,2,...r 
p2_ = effect of 1^  ^family, 1 = 1,2,...f 
(EF)ii = effect of family by environment interaction 
e^ j^  = random error 
and E.KID (0, ) 
1. n. 
KID (0, 
®ijl'" (0' . 
The form of the combined analysis of variance according 
to the above model is presented in Table 6. 
Since there were only 141 families included in the 1972 
com rootworm resistance test, the three missing families were 
dropped out of the 1971-72 combined analyses of variance for 
the characters root damage, root size, secondary root growth, 
and tasselling date. 
Components of variance for characters which were observed 
in one environment were estimated from the expected mean 
squares (Tables 3 and 5) as follows: 
2 _ %2-%l 
r" P r 
For characters which were observed in more than one 
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Table 6. A combined analysis of variance and expected mean 
squares for a randomized complete block design over 
environments 
Source df MS EMS 
Environments (E) (e-1) M5 
Reps/E e(r-l) % 
Families (F) (f-1) 
"3 
2 2 2 
 ^e  ^FE F 
F X E (f-l)(e-l) 
Pooled error e(r-l)(f-l) % 
environment, the combined analyses of variance provided the 
combined estimates of the variance components including the 
family x environment interactions (Tables 4 and 6). The 
components were estimated as follows: 
= % 
2 _ Mg-^ l 
 ^PE F~ 
F = • 
Analyses of covariance procedures are analogous to those 
used for analyses of variance since the expectations of the 
mean cross products have the same form as the expected mean 
squares (Mode and Robinson, 1959). The form of the combined 
analyses of variance and covariance of a pair of characters 
(X and Y) with the expected mean cross products over environ­
ments is shown in Table 7. The analysis of covariance was 
4 
I 
Table ?. Form of the analysis of variance, covariance, and expectations of mean 







product Expected mean 
XY cross product 
Environments (E) ( e-1 ) M3 M^ M^ ' 
Reps/s e(r-l) % 
Families (F) (f-1) MjMj' 
e^xY ^^ X^Y ^^ ^^ XY 
F X E (f-l)(e-l) IVlg Mz' MgMg' 
®XY X^Y 




performed for all possible pairs of characters in each group. 
Error, Genotypic, and Phenotypic Correlations 
among Characters within the Same Experiments 
The components of variation and covariation from the ex­
pected mean squares and mean cross products (Tables 3» 4-, 5« 6, 
and 7) were used to estimate the error and genotypic correla­
tions for pairs of characters from the same groups. The 
formulas applied were those used by Mode and Robinson (1959)• 
A 
r  = !n__ 
e 
XY 752 .52 
®X ®Y 
where I a = the error covariance of characters X and Y, 
®XY 
= the error variance of character X, 
®X 
= the error variance of character Y, and 
®Y 
r_ = the error correlation coefficient of two 
®XY 
characters, X and Y. 
Gp 
r . !h_ 
Fx Fy 
where» 9^  = the genotypic covariance between characters 
X^Y 
X and Y, 
= the genotypic variance of character X, 
= the genotypic variance of character Y, and 
Y^ 
r_ = the genotypic correlation coefficient of two 
ëxY 
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characters, X and Y. 
The phenotypic correlation coefficient was computed by using 
either of the following formulas: 
MUBL' 
r_. = or 
P^ XY VMg.Mg* 
r_, =  ^^  
P^ XY 
the family mean squares for character X ob­
served in one or more than one environment, 
respectively, 
the family mean squares for character Y ob­
served in one or more than one environment, 
respectively, 
the family mean cross products for the two 
characters, X and Y, observed in one or more 
than one environment, respectively, and 
the phenotypic correlation coefficient of 
two characters, X and Y. 
Genotypic and Phenotypic Correlations among 
Characters from Different Experiments 
Family means over all environments were used to estimate 
phenotypic correlations between pairs- of characters from dif­
ferent groups following the procedures described in the texts 
by Steel and Torrie (I96O) and Snedecor and Cochran (I967). 
Then, the phenotypic covariance between two characters was 
where* Mg or = 




obtained by the relationship 
P^hy y ~ P^hy y  ^ Phy' pH 
where: o  ^ = the phenotypic covariance of characters 
P*XnY? 
X and Y observed in environments 1 and 2, 
respectively, 
 ^2 
a = the phenotypic variance of character X ob-
1^ 
served in environment 1, 
= the phenotypic variance of character Y ob-
served in environment 2, and 
r . = the phenotypic correlation coefficient of 
characters X and Y observed in environments 
1 and 2, respectively. 
Methods used to obtain genotypic covariance between char­
acters studied in different environments can be demonstrated, 
given that the phenotypic variance and covariance based on the 
family means are obtained by the formulas: 
*1 ill 
IEy_ - e. 
2^ 2^ 
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When two characters are observed from different environments, 
the environmental variations of the different environments are 
assumed to be uncorrelated with one another or with genotypic 
variation. Thus, the covariance between the phenotypes of 
characters and Yg involves only a genetic contribution. 
Then, 
/s A O , = CJ-d 
This relationship allows the determination of genotypic corre­




% ^ 2^ 
where I a_. = the phenotypic covariance of characters X and 
l^"^ 2 Y observed in environments 1 and 2, 
respectively, 
F = the genotypic variance of character X ob-
Xl 
served in environment 1, 
= the genotypic variance of character Y ob-
^2 served in environment 2, and 
r = the genotypic correlation coefficient of 
V2 characters X and Y observed in environments 
1 and 2, respectively. 
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Heritability on Plot and Family Mean Bases 
For characters studied in one environment, heritability 
2 2 
estimates on per-plot (h and per-family-mean (h ) bases 
P III 
were calculated by using the following formulas, respectively: 
2 
where; = the genotypic variance, 
= the random error variance, and 
r = the number of replications. 
For characters studied in more than one environment, 
variance components from the combined analyses of variance were 
used to calculate heritability estimates on per-plot and per-
family-mean bases according to the following formulas: 
-2 
hf - f 
9 + aZg 
92 
h2 - F 
+ 9^ 22 + 
e re 
where; = the component of variance due to interaction of 
genotypes (families) with environments, 
e = the number of environments, and 
the same definitions are applied to a p, 0 g, and r. 
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Selection Procedures 
Single character selection 
Expected genetic advances from selection "based on indi­
vidual characters were calculated using the formula given by 
Allard (i960): 
(^=1 = '"ph,« = fz—-
 ^ phi 
where I AG. = genetic advance in i character, 
k = selection differential in standard deviation 
unit, 
o . = phenotypic standard deviation of i^  ^character, pn^  
5 = heritablllty = g^ L^ vSe • 
= genotypic variance of i^  ^character, and 
i 
, = phenotypic variance of i^  ^character. pn. 
2^ 2^ 
Also = (o^ p+ —^  , where and are 
genotypic, genotype x environment interaction, and error 
variances, and r and e are the numbers of replications and 
environments, respectively. 
Correlated genetic responses in other characters when 
selection was directed to yield alone were also calculated 
using the formula; 
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kîp. 
AG. = rô—^  (Johnson et al., 1955) 
where; AG^  = genetic response in character i other than 
yield, 
k = selection differential in standard deviation 
unit, 
Op = genotypic covariance between yield and i^  ^
yi 
character, and 
~ Phenotypic variance of yield. 
y 
Index selection using arbitrarily assigned relative economic 
weights 
Procedures for construction of selection indices were 
essentially those described by Smith (1936) and Hanson and 
Johnson (1957)» Let H be the aggregate genetic value of an 
individual, the genotypic worth of a particular character, 
and a^  the corresponding relative economic weight. Then, the 
genotypic value of the individual would be expressed as: 
li = a, G, + a.Gg + . .. + a_G^  = Z .  a. G. . X X  c  c  n  l i  1 1 1  
The genotypic values cannot be directly evaluated since mea­
surements are made on phenotypes including nonheritable varia­
tions that do not accurately represent their genotypes. There­
fore, an index, I, which is defined as a linear function of 
characters, is so constructed as to have maximum correlation 
with the aggregate genetic value of the individual. 
The index is of the form 
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I = "b^ X^  + 2^^ 2 + • • • ' 
where the X^ 's are observed phenotypic values of characters and 
the b^ 's are weights to be given to the various characters con­
sidered in selection. 
Letting the genotypic covariance of G. and G- equal 
J 
^ij (i'j =1» •••» n) and the phenotypic covariance of X^^ and 
X. equal P. ., then 
J J 
V(H) = + ... + Za^ agG^ g + ... = 
V(I) = + bg^ PgZ + '" + ^ 1^^ 2^ 12 + "" = 
S.Z.b.b.P. . , and 
X J 1 j cî 
Cov(Hl) = a^ b^ covg^ x^  + ag^ zCO^ GgXg 1^^ 2°°'^ G^ X2 
aob-| coVp tr 4" ... 2. Z «a« b «G» • . 
c. L "2 1 1 J 1 J 1] 
The regression of H on I is obtained by the expression; 
and 
then logBjjj[V(l)p = logGov(Hl) - ilogV(l) . 
The values of the b's, which are the multiple regression co­
efficients, are computed so as to maximize the above equations. 
These values can be calculated from n simultaneous equations: 
1^^ 11 2^^ 12 + • • • + ^ n^ ln ^  ^ 1^ 11 2^^ 12 + • • • + n^^ ln 
4-6 
tlPgl + bgPzz + • • • + Vzn = + ^ 2<^ 22 + • • • + =n'^ 2n 
"l^ nl + ^ 2^ 'n2 + + Vmi = l^°nl + ^ 2®n2 + ''' + ^ n'^ rm 
or in general form, Zjb^ P^ j = Z^ a^ G^ j , 
where i is constant in each equation. The solution of these 
equations for b. is 
J 
where the values of C .. are given by the matrix, 
J 
1^1 ^21 n^l 
1^2 2^2 n^2 
I^n 2^n n^n ' 
which is the inverse of, 
1^1 2^1 n^l 
1^2 2^2 n^2 
I^n 2^n n^n ' 
The change in H, aggregate genetic value, expected from 
truncation selection on I for any set of b^ 's is 
H = kBj^ [v(I)]^ = k = k . 1 ^ 3 - ^  
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Now, substituting for b. in V(l) = 
- ZiZjbia.GijCjiPij 
= Z^Z.-b^a..G^. 
= Cov(Hl) . 
The genetic change then reduces to: 
AH = lcVCov(HI) 
- WSTTjbjâTG^  ' 
where k is the selection differential in standard units. 
The expected genetic changes for the individual characters 
involved in the index can be calculated using the regression of 
character j on the index. The regression of character j on I 
is: 
Cov(G.l) Z^ b^ G^ j 
®G.I = -mj-= 2. = .b.a.G. . • 
Then, the expected genetic change for the character (in the 
units of the character) from selection on the basis of the 
index is found to be: 
AGj = KBgiCvtl)]* 
Cov(G.I) 
= k — "— 
•MÎT 
= k . 
These separate genetic changes when weighted with their rela­
tive economic values add up to the total genetic change: 
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AH =  ^ ' 
Similarly, the expected genetic changes for characters not 
involved in the index can be calculated using the regression 
of those characters on the index. The regression of character 
t on I is: 
Cov(G^ l) 
^ VCD 
i^^ i^ it 
where t is the character not included in the index, while i and 
j are characters which the index is based on. Then, the in­
direct genetic response for the t^  ^character (in the units of 
the character) from the index selection based on other 
characters is : 
AGt = kBg^ j[V(l)]i 
Cov(G.l) 
= k  ^
•MTT 
= k i^^ i^ it 
The assumptions involved in the construction of an index 
are: 
1. The phenotypic value (X^ ) of the i^  ^character is the 
sum of the genotypic value (G^ ) and the effects of 
environment (E^ ) upon that character, i.e., = 
i^ i^ ' 
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2. There is no correlation (or covariance) between the 
genotypic values for any particular character and the 
deviations due to environmental influences for that 
character or for any other character, 
3 .  H and I are normally distributed with variances of 
2 ^ 2 
a y and cr 
4. The quantitative variables and are linearly 
correlated. 
Index selection using desired genetic gains 
The modified selection index method proposed by Pesek and 
Baker (1969b) was considered as another procedure to improve 
several agronomic characters simultaneously. To use the pro­
posed modification, two types of information are required: 
(1) the genetic variance-covariance matrix and (2) the vector 
of desired gains of the n characters. Their selection index 
is of the form 
I = + VXg + ... + bn'Xn = Sibi.Xi . 
where the X^ 's are the mean values of the characters for a 
particular individual and the tu*'s are index coefficients. 
The values of bj^ *'s., which will maximize the expected response 
to index selection in proportion to the desired response, can 
be computed from n simultaneous equations; 
1^*^ 11 2^*^ 12 ••• n^*Gln. ^  ^ 1 
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1^*^ 21 + ^ 2*^ 22 * n^*^ 2n 2^ 
+ t2*Gn2 + ''' + tn*Gnn = 
where b.*'s are the index coefficients to "be solved for, G. . is 
J J 
the genotypic covariance between characters i and j, and h^  is 
the desired genetic gain for the i^  ^character. The above 
equations can be reduced to a general form: 
• 
where i is constant in each equation. The solution of these 
equations for b.* is 
J 
where the values of D.• are given by the matrix i tJ 
°11 °12 °ln 
°21 °22 •••••• ^ 2n 
n^l n^2 °nn ' 
which is the inverse oft 
1^1 2^ I^n 
(^ 21 2^2. 2^n 
"^ nl n^2 n^n 
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By using the relation Z.b.P. • = 2-a.G. - of conventional 
theory and inserting the index coefficients (b.*) and the 
u 
phenotypic (P..) and genotypic (G..) variance-covariance 
i J 1 J 
matrices, it is possible to estimate the economic values 
(a.*) that would have resulted in identical expectations. The 
J 
expected genetic responses from the use of modified index se­
lection can be obtained by the same procedures as described 
before. 
According to Pesek and Baker (1970), the application of 
the modified selection index does not result in total genetic 
improvement for all characters at once as specified by a 
breeder. In fact, it will result in smaller expected gains 
than desired. The expected gains per cycle of each character 
will always be a constant multiple of the desired gains. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Field Data and Analyses of Variance 
The analyses and combined analyses of variance for char­
acters in the six groups are presented in Tables 8-13. There 
were 11 missing observations for com borer rating. Data 
from the same families in the other replication were used. 
In most cases, except for root damage (Tables 12 and 13), the 
differences among families were highly significant. This in­
dicated that the population under study had sufficient genetic 
variability to allow selection of most characters. However, 
the significant genetic variation detected among characters 
concerning com borer resistance and cold tolerance might be 
biased upward due to the confounding effects of the genotype x 
environment interactions, since com borer and cold tolerance 
tests were performed in only one environment. 
The combined analyses of variance showed that there were 
significant genotype x environment interactions observed among 
families for characters in group III (Table 10), group IV 
except ear height (Table 11), and groups V and VI except root 
damage and secondary root growth (Tables 12 and 13). 
The grand means, coefficients of variability (CV), and 
the estimates of genetic variance components and their standard 
errors, together with the broad sense heritability values based 
on both family and plot means for all characters, are presented 
in Table 14. The high CV's for root and stalk lodgings 
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Table 8. Analysis of variance for com borer resistance 
(group I) of the 144 S]_ families grown in two repli­











4 .62**  
1.21 
^^ Significant difference at 1% level of probability. 
Table 9. Analyses of variance for percentage emergence, emer­
gence index, and seedling dry weight (group II) of 










Replications 1  245 .86  0.04 1.35* 
Families 143 338.95** 4.95** 0.73** 
Effective error 121  145.43 1 .87  0 .23  
*,**Significant differences at 5^  and 1% levels of 
probability, respectively. 
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Table 10. Combined analysis of variance for yield (group 
III) of the 144 S2^  families grown in two replica­
tions at four locations in Iowa in 1971 
Source df Mean squares 
Environments (E) 3  3925 .67  
Reps/E 4  1082 .18  
Families (F) 143 427 .21**  
F X E 429 61 .09**  
Pooled effective error 484 31 .78  
**Significant difference at l^ S level of probability. 
resulted from low means and the relatively large errors. If 
lodging data were expressed as percentage of erect plants, as 
com breeders often do, the CV's would be much lower because 
of the higher means. In contrast to root and stalk lodgings, 
moisture, plant and ear heights, and tasselling date had very 
small CV's due to the high mean values observed and small 
errors. The mean ratings for corn borer and com rootworm 
resistance characters indicated that more improvement was 
needed for them. 
The estimated genotypic variance components (a p*s) of 
all characters except root damage exceeded twice their standard 
errors (Table 14). The estimates of a p for percentage emer­
gence, yield, root and stalk lodgings, and plant and ear 
heights were large. Obilana and Hallauer (1974) estimated the 
Table 11. Combined analyses of variance for six characters (group IV) obtained from 
144 families grown in two replications at Kartinsburg and Ankeny in 1971 
Mean squares 









Environments (E) 1  6338.14* 3.55 242.06 2159.14 157245 .38**  25003 .55**  
Reps/E 2  110 .07  5.22 241.19 970.16 381.71 136.90 
Families (F) 14:) 228 .18**  10 .47**  138 .43**  448.43** 566 .38**  418.78** 
F X E 143 /  69 .76**  1.37** 90 .73**  92 .19**  86 .49**  38 .29  
Pooled error 286 39.27 0 .79  26 .01  63.93 59.52 32 .38  
*,**Significant differences at 59^  and Ifo levels of probability, respectively. 
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Table 12. Combined analyses of variance for root damage, root 
size, and secondary root growth (group V) of 141 Si 
families evaluated in three replications at Dayton 
in 1971 and 1972 
Mean squares 
Root Root Secondary 
Source df damage size root growth 
Environments (E) 1 976.91** 6.90* 376 .00**  
Reps/E 4 5.29 0 .76  5 .08  
Families (?) 140 0.35 0 .74**  1.34** 
P X E 140 0 .27  0 .30**  0 .50  
Pooled error 560  0 .27  0 .21  0.40 
*,**Significant differences at % and levels of 
probability, respectively. 
o^unt of genetic variation present in BSSS from an unselected 
group of inbred lines. They also reported significant and much 
larger estimates of a ^  for yield, plant and ear heights, root 
size, and secondary root growth than those found in this study. 
If we assume that the genetic variance present among 
families was mostly additive, the estimates of a p from this 
study would be similar to the estimates of reported by 
Obilana and Hallauer (197^ ) for plant and ear height characters. 
The estimates of the genotype x environment interaction 
variance component (a gg) for ear height, root damage, and 
secondary root growth were not statistically significant 
(Table 14). The latter two characters had the lowest estimates 
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Table 13. Combined analyses of variance for root damage, 
root size, secondary root growth, and tasselling 
date (group VI) of l4l 8% families evaluated in 








root growth date 
Environments (E) 1 630.03* 3.49 268.58** 250.67* 
Reps/E 2  10 .29  0.24 2 .22  7.58 
Families (?) 140 0 .32  0.60** 1.14** 7.08** 
F X E 140 0 .26  0 .29*  0.45 2.66** 
Pooled error 280  0 .29  0.21 0.44 1 .38  
*,**Significant differences at 5^  and Vfo levels of 
probability, respectively. 
2 
of a pg. Root lodging was the only character that had an es-
2 ? 
timate of a pg larger than the estimate of o p. Yield, stalk 
lodging, and plant height also showed considerable amounts of 
interaction. Table 14 does not give the estimates of for 
characters in groups I and II because these characters were 
observed from only one environment. Therefore, the large 
estimates of a p of percentage emergence may be biased upward 
due to the inclusion of a^ pg effect. Although estimates of 
2 
a pg for characters in other groups were obtained, their esti-
2 
mates of a p were still confounded by either form of the first 
order interactions, genotype x year (o p^ ) or genotype x 
location (a p^ ) unless these components were negligible. 
Table 14. Grand means, coefficients of variation (CV), and es­
timates of genotypic (cr^ p), genotype x environment 
interaction (^ p^g), and error (o^ e) variance compo­
nents, and heritàbility on a plot- (îi^ p) and family-
(îi^ uj) mean bases for various characters of all 
groups of BSSS2 
Estimated 




 0.06 C o m  b o r e r  -
H o
 19.40 1.70 ± 0.28 
Group II 
Percentage 
86.10 ± 96.76 ± 21.96 emergence 0.71 14.01 
Emergence index 14.30 ± 0.08 9.55 1.54 ± 0.31 
Seedling dry 




 0.25 ± 
Group III 
45.76 ± 6.29 Yield 42.00 ± 0.23 • 13.44 
Group IV 
43.36 ± 14.45 39.60 ± Yield 0.35 7.01 
Moisture 18.95 ± 0.05 4.70 2.27 ± 0.10 
Root lodging 4.69 ± 0.40 108.74 11.92 ± 4.86 
Stalk lodging 13.44 ± 0.40 59.49 89.06 ± 13.44 
Plant height 201.80 ± 0.39 3.82 119.97 ± 16.82 
Ear height 97.11 ± 0.26 5.86 95.12 ± 12.35 
Group V 
Root damage 4.71 ± 0.02 11.13 0.01 ± 0.01 
Root size 4.09 ± 0.02 11.31 0.07 ± 0.01 
Secondary root 
15.06 0.14|± growth 4.21 ± 0.02 0.03 
Group VI 
Root damage 4.71 ± 0.02 11.42 0.01 ± 0.01 
Root size 4.06 ± 0.02 11.33 0.08 ± 0.02 
Secondary root 
4.12 ± growth 0.03 16.08 0.17 ± 0.04 
Tasselling date 75.94 ± 0.07 1.55 1.10 ± 0.22 
N^egative estimate of variance component. 
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components of variance He rit ability 
2^ ;^ 2 Ç-2 ^2 
^  F E  f _ e  ^ ^  m  
1.21 ± 0.15 0.58 0.74 
145.43 ± 18.54 0.40 O.57 
1.87 ± 0.24 0.45 0.62 
0.23 ± 0.03 0.52 0.68 
14.65 ± 2.32 31.78 ± 2.04 0.50 0.86 
15.24 ± 4.41 39.27 ± 3.27 0.42 0.69 
0.29 ± 0.09 0.79 ± 0.06 0.68 0.87 
32.36 ± 5.44 26.01 ± 2.17 0.17 0.34 
14.13 ± 6.03 63.93 ± 5.33 0.53 0.79 
13.48 ± 5.65 59.52 ± 4.96 0.62 0.85 
2.95 ± 2.62 32.38 ± 2.70 0.73 0.91 
0.00 ± 0.01 0.27 ± 0.01 0.05 0.23 
0.03 ± 0.01 0.21 ± 0.01 0.23 0.57 




 ± 0.02 0.25 0.63 
0.04 
_a 0.29 ± 0.02 0.05 0.19 
±0.02 0.21 ± 0.02 0.23 0.52 
0.00 ± 0.03 0.44 ± 0.04 0.28 0.60 
0.64 ± 0.17 1.38 ± 0.12 0.35 0.62 
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2 Groups III and IV had confounding effects of a py, while 
2 groups V and VI were confounded by c? The significant 
2 
estimates of a indicate that selection schemes based on 
information obtained from one environment may not be as effec­
tive as predicted because of the confounding of environmental 
influences. Robinson and Moll (1959) and Comstock and Moll 
(1963) have emphasized and discussed the importance of 
genotype x environment interactions in creating bias in esti­
mates of genetic variance components. Several investigations 
have shovm that genotype x year x location interaction is the 
most important if genotype x year and genotype x location 
interactions are considered. However, Comstock and Moll 
(1963) indicated that bias becomes important when estimates. 
are obtained from a single year and one location. 
2 All estimates of error variance (cr  ^) exceeded twice 
2 their standard errors (Table 14). Estimate of a was similar G 
2 in magnitude to the estimate of 0 ^  for yield in group IV. 
Nearly all characters in groups III and IV had several times 
greater error variance components than their interaction compo­
nents. The estimated error variance, components of characters in 
groups V and VI were greater than estimates of other components. 
The heritability values, based on plot and family means, 
for the various characters were computed for all groups and 
also are presented in Table 14. Except for root lodging, 
estimates of heritability for all characters in groups I-IV 
were generally high whereas characters in groups V and VI had . 
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lower heritability values. Root damage displayed the lowest 
estimates of heritability. Owens (1971) and Obilana and 
Hallauer (1974) also found that among the rootworm resistance 
characters in BSSS com populations, root damage had the lowest 
estimated heritability. Estimates of heritability reported by 
Owens (1971) for those three root characters were relatively 
lower than those found in this study although similar 
families were used, but the estimates based on lines pre­
sented by Obilana and Hallauer (1974) were higher. 
The increase in number of locations from two (group IV) 
to four (group III) for yield improved its heritability whereas 
reducing the number of replications from three (group V) to 
two (group VI) did not affect heritability values for the three 
root characters. 
Correlations 
Genotypic, phenotypic, and error correlation coefficients 
between the various characters are presented in Tables 15, I6, 
and 17f respectively. Generally, the phenotypic correlations 
were low and slightly less than the genotypic correlations. 
The genotypic and phenotypic correlation coefficients obtained 
for emergence index with seedling dry weight and for tasselling 
date with root damage and secondary root growth were opposite 
in sign (Tables 15 and I6). These discrepancies were small 
and were considered the results of sampling error involved 
in the estimation of population parameters, including the 
Table 15. Genotypic correlation coefficients (rg) among 18 characters 












Yield Yield Moist. 
Group I 

































Secondary root growth 
Tas selling date 
^Genetic correlation of the same character observed in different 





Root Stalk Plant Ear Root Root root 
lodg. lodg, height height damage size growth 
0.04 0.10 0.29 0.28 -0.08 -0.12 0.06 
0.00 -0.08 0.02 -0.03 0.32 0.16 0.17 
0.15 0.00 -0.01 -0.06 -0.16 0.09 0.09 
0.31 0.05 0.22 0.26 0.40 0.00 0.11 
0.31 0.23 0.23 0.33 0.30 0.18 0.16 
0.34 0.21 0.21 0.37 0.17 0.10 0.15 
0.08 -0.08 0.22 0.20 -0.07 -0.10 -0.11 
-0.05 0.56 0.65 0.49 0.58 0.32 
0.05 0.22 0.30 0.35 0.13 
0.74 -0.18 -0.14 -0.18 








Root Root root Tas8. 























Secondary root growth 
Tasselling date 
0.15 -0.08 0.06 -0.09 
0.75 0.18 0.20 -0.21 
-0.48 0.06 0.04 0.13 
0.40 0.07 0.10 0.17 
0.49 0.22 0.19 -0.11 
0.36 0.11 0.17 -0.08 
-0.20 -0.05 -0.03 0.70 
0.52 0.62 0.35 -0.07 
0.29 0.29 0.10 -0.01 
-0.27 -0.09 -0.14 0.28 






Genetic correlations between characters observed in different num­
bers of replications within the same environments were not determined. 
Table 16. Phenotypic correlation coefficients (rpjj) among 18 characters 




Perc, Emerg. Seedling 
emerg. index dry wt. Yield Yield Moist. 
Group I 
Com borer 0.10 -0.17* 0.01 0.17* 0.17* 0.08 
Group II 
Percentage emerg. -0.44** 0.22** 0.12 0.09 -0.08 
Emerg. index -0.10 -0.18* -0.15 0.04 

















Secondary root growth 
Tasselling date 
Phenotypic correlation of the same character observed in different 
numbers of environments was not determined. 






Root Stalk Plant Ear Root Root root 
lodg. Icdg. hel^t height damage size growth 
0.02 0.07 0.23** 0.23** -0.04 -0.08 0.04 
0.00 -0.05 0.02 -0.02 0.10 0.09 0.10 
0.07 0.00 -0,01 -0.04 -0.05 0.05 0.06 
0.15 0.04 0.17* 0.20* 0.15 -0.02 0.07 
0.17* 0,19* 0.20* 0.29** 0.11 0.13 0.12 
0.18* 0.12 0.21* 0.32** 0.06 0.06 0.10 
0.04 -0.05 0.19* 0.17* -0.03 -0.07 -0.08 
-0.03 0.33** 0.35** 0.12 0.26** 0.15 
0.04 0.20* 0.11 0.24** 0.09 
0.71** -0.07 -0.10 -0.13 




















































































Phenotypic correlations between characters observed in different 
numbers of replications within the same environments were not determined. 
Table 1?. Error correlation coefficients (r^ ) among char­
acters within the same groups for the 144 S]_ 





io Emerg. . ling Mois- Root 
emerg. index dry wt. Yield ture Idg. 
Group II 
Percentage emerg. -0.17 0.6l 
Emerg. index -0.^ 3 
Seedling dry weight 
Group IV 

















TV V VI 
Sec. Sec. 
Stalk Plant Ear Root Root root Root Root root Tass. 
lodg. ht. ht. dmg. size gth. dmg. size gth. date 
-0.09 0.17 0.04 
0.09 0.01 -0.01 
-0.02 -0.09 0.00 
-0.01 -0.02 
0.46 
0 .34  0 .36  
0.59 




error resulting from an inadequate estimation of the genotype 
X environment interaction, and as the results of environmental 
effects since the genotypic and environmental correlations are 
combined to make the phenotypic correlation. Therefore, the 
phenotypic correlation may be larger or smaller than the 
genotypic correlation and can be opposite in sign. Robinson 
et al. (1951) have indicated that the phenotypic and genotypic 
correlations may differ in magnitude in some cases. The high 
genotypic correlations over the phenotypic correlations between 
most of the characters indicated that the phenotypic correla­
tion was determined mainly by the genotypic portion of the 
correlation. This indication is important when considering 
the correlated response from selection. 
The correlation coefficients between plant and ear 
heights (r^  ^= O.7I; r^  = 0.?^ ) and between root size and 
secondary root growth (r^^ = 0 . 62  and 0.63; = 0 . 6I  and O . 69)  
were high. Sizable correlations were obtained for percentage 
emergence with emergence index, moisture with tasselling date, 
root lodging with plant and ear heights, and among com rootworm 
resistance characters. In general, with the exception of 
correlation coefficients between yield in group III and char­
acters in group IV, more phenotypically significant correla­
tions were found between characters within the same groups 
(Table I6). All phenotypic correlations between yield in 
group III and other characters in group IV were signficantly 
different from zero (Table I6). Root and stalk lodgings were 
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correlated positively with yield (Tables 15 and 16) although 
both lodging percentages might have been less than normal 
(Table 14). Thus, as yield increases, lodging may become more 
severe and their correlations with other characters may change 
also. Plant and ear heights displayed the highest phenotypic 
correlation and were significantly correlated with several 
other characters. Tables 15 and l6 show that com borer 
rating was correlated negatively with emergence index, but 
was correlated positively with yield, and plant and ear 
heights. This indicates that increasing resistance to com 
borer might result in undesirable changes of those characters. 
Moisture and tasselling date were correlated negatively with 
yield but were correlated positively with plant and ear 
heights, implying that selection for early maturity or lower 
moisture percentage would decrease plant and ear heights and 
increase yielding ability. This opposes the expectation that 
early maturing genotypes generally yield less than late 
maturing genotypes. However, the observed negative correla­
tions between yield and moisture and tasselling date may be 
confounded by genotype x year effects. The yield trials in 
1971 were severely affected by drought and a storm late in the 
growing season.' The later maturing families might not have 
had enough pollen for adequate pollination, or parts of their 
tassels, leaves, and stalks might have been damaged, resulting 
in low seed set and poor grain yield. Correlation coefficients 
between com rootworm resistance characters, as might be 
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expected, were sizable and positive. These characters also 
had positive associations with root and stalk lodgings. This 
is a desirable situation because the selection for better com 
rootworm resistance also will improve lodging resistance. Note 
that root damage, though its phenotypic associations with other 
characters were not strong, may have high genotypic correlatioAs, 
Error correlations between cold tolerance characters and 
between com rootworm resistance characters were moderately 
high in either positive or negative direction (Table 17). For 
characters in group IV, except plant and ear heights, the 
environmental influences acted on different characters random­
ly since their correlations were low. It is not surprising to 
have strong environmental associations between cold tolerance 
characters, between com rootworm resistance characters, and 
between plant and ear heights because observations for those 
characters were made on the same plants. As pointed out by 
High (1968), the environmental correlation will usually be 
high among characters on the same individual because an acci­
dent or peculiar environment to which the individual is sub­
jected is likely to affect many of the parts and functions 
of the individual. This correlation may be positive or nega­
tive , since the environmental conditions may favor both char­
acters or enhance one and be detrimental to the other. 
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Single Character Selection 
Heretofore, the results have been discussed according to 
groups of characters and some characters have been discussed 
twice. Our interest is to look at progress from selection 
based on certain limited resources available to obtain data 
for the characters under study. For this investigation, re­
sources were available to permit yield testing of up to 1152 
plots. With 144 families to be tested in one year, these 
resources could be used in various combinations of replica­
tions and locations. Results from the study of Sprague and 
Federer (1951) indicated that the expected average genetic 
advance increases more rapidly with an increase in locations 
or years than with added replication. Eberhart (1972) showed 
that with S]^  selection, when genotype x environment interaction 
is sizable, dividing resources to conduct yield trials with 
two replications in each of four locations is superior to four 
replications in two locations. Gain from selection can be in­
creased considerably by using data from two locations rather 
than one, but gain is increased very little with data from 
more than four locations. Results with BSSS2 are similar 
(Figure 1). Thus, information needed to predict gain from 
selection for yield would be based on data taken from four 
locations with two replications. The same yield trials could 
also provide data for some characters such as moisture, root 
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NO. OF LOCATIONS FOR YIELD TRIALS 
Figure 1. Expected gain from Si selection for BSSS2 maize 
with 1, 2, and 4 replications per location 
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for other agronomic characters taken from only two or three 
replications and in one location are usually sufficient to give 
satisfactory results. Therefore, conclusions drawn from se­
lection of the characters in this study will be based on field 
conditions shown in Table 18. Groups will no longer be re­
ferred to; and yield in group IV, root damage in groups V and 
VI, and root size and secondary root growth in group VI will 
be ignored. The estimates of genotypic variance and covariance 
of the remaining 13 characters and the adjusted estimates of 
phenotypic variance and covariance of the corresponding char­
acters, based on field conditions given in Table 18, are pre­
sented in matrix form in Tables 19 and 20, respectively. These 
estimates were used to compute the expected genetic progress 
from selection for each character and to compute the expected 
genetic responses in other characters when selection was based 
on yield alone. Parts of Tables 19 and 20 also were used in 
selection index construction and will be presented and dis­
cussed later. 
Root damage was eliminated from consideration because of 
its low heritability values (Table 14). Genotypic correlations 
indicated this character had strong and positive associations 
with several other characters, suggesting that selection for 
correlated characters might reduce rootworm damage in selected 
materials faster than direct selection for rootworm damage 
itself. 
The expected genetic responses of the 13 characters when 
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Table 18. Numbers of environments and replications used to 
predict genetic responses from selection for 
various characters 
Number of 
environments Number of 
Characters Years Locations replications 
Yield (YLD) 1 4 2 
Moisture (MST) 1 4 2 
Root.lodging (RL) 1 4 2 
Stalk lodging (SL) 1 4 2 
Com borer (CB) 1 1 2 
Percentage emergence (PS) 1 1 2 
Emergence index (SI) 1 1 2 
Seedling dry weight (SDW) 1 1 2 
Root size (RS) 1 1 3 
Secondary root growth (SRG) 1 1 3 
Tasselling date (TD) 1 1 3 
Plant height (PK) 1 4 2 
Ear height (EH) 1 4 2 
direct selection was applied to each individually, the expected 
indirect responses in other characters when selection was 
applied to yield alone, and means of all characters are sum­
marized in Table 21. The selection intensity was 10%, As 
expected, more progress from selection was made for each char­
acter when selection was based on direct selection than on 
Table 19. The estimates of genotypic variance-covariance 
matrix of the 13 characters 
Characters 
unai"-
acters YLD MST RL SL CB . PE 
YLD 45.76* -1.67 7.39 12.54 1.84 11.04 
FiST -1.67 2.27 0.44 -1.18 0.19 -1.62 
RL 7.39 0.44 11.92 -1.69 0.20 -0.14 
SL 12.54 -1.18 -1.69 89.06 1.20 -7.07 
CB 1.84 0.19 0.20 1.20 1.70 2.03 
PE 11.04 -1.62 -0.14 
-7.07 2.03 96.76 
EI -2.12 0.11 0.63 0.04 -0.41 -7.50 
SDW 0.40 0.13 0.53 0.25 0.01 -0. 02 
RS 0.33 -0.04 0.53 0.88 -0.04 0.41 
SRG 0.41 -0.06 . 0.41 0.45 0.03 0.61 
TD 
-0.79 1.10 -0.26 -0.11 -0.13 -2.17 
PH 14.50 3.71 21.10 5.40 4.13 2.49 
EH 22.65 2.97 21.74 20.37 3.62 -3.01 
^Variance estimates are underlined. 
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Characters 
EI SDW RS SRG TD PH EH 
-2.12 0.40 0.33 0.41 -0.79 14.50 22.65 
0.11 0.13 -0.04 -0.06 1.10 3.71 2.97 
0.63 0.53 0.53 0.41 — 0.26 21.10 21.74 
0.04 0.25 0.88 0.45 -0.11 5.40 20.37 
-0.41 0.01 -0.04 0.03 -0.13 4.13 3.62 
-7.50 -0.02 0.41 0.61 -2.17 2.49 -3.01 
1. 54 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.17 -0.18 -0.72 
0.04 0.2$ 0.00 0.02 0.09 1.19 1.25 
0.03 0.00 0.07 0.06 -0.05 -0.41 -Q.07 
0.04 0.02 0.06 0.14 0.00 -0.72 -0.19 
0.17 0.09 -0.05 0.00 1.10 3.20 2.96 
-0.18 1.19 -0.41 -0.72 3.20 119.97 79.06 
-0.72 1.25 -0.07 -0.19 2.96 79.06 95.12 
Table 20. The estimates of phenotypic variance-covariance 
matrix of the 13 characters 
Characters 
unar-
acters YLD MST RL SL CB PE 
YLD 53.40% -1.64 7.80 11.13 1.84 11.04 
MST -1.64 2.44 0.39 -1.06 0.19 -1.62 
RL 7.80 0.39 23.26 -1.66 0.20 -0.14 
SL 11.13 —1.06 -1.66 100. 58 1.20 -7.07 
CB 1.84 0.19 0.20 1.20 2.31 2.03 
PE 11.04 -1.62 -0.14 -7.07 2.03 169.47 
EI -2.12 0.11 0.63 0.04 -0.41 -8.92 
SDW 0.40 0.13 0.53 0.25 0.01 1.75 
RS 0.33 -0.04 0.53 0.88 -0. 04 0.41 
SRG 0.41 -0.06 0.41 0.45 0.03 0.61 
TD 
-0.79 1.10 -0.26 -0.11 -0.13 -2.17 
PH 16.60 3.64 21.99 5.46 4.13 2.49 
EH 23.78 2.91 21.48 20.79 3.62 -3.01 
^Variance estimates are underlined. 
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Characters 
EI SDW RS SRG TD PH EH 
-2.12 0.40 0.33 0.41 -0.79 16.60 23.78 
0.11 0.13 -0.04 -0.06 1.10 3.64 2.91 
0.63 0.53 0.53 0.41 -0.26 21.99 21.48 
0.04 0.25 0.88 0.45 -0.11 5.46 20.79 
-0.41 0.01 • -0.04 0.03 -0.13 4.13 3.62 
-8.92 1.75 0.41 0.61 -2.17 2.49 -3.01 
2.47 -0.10 0.03 0.04 0.17 -0.18 -0.72 
-0.10 0.36 0.00 0.02 0.09 1.19 1.25 
0.03 0.00 0.17 0.15 -0. 04 -0.41 -0.07 
0.04 0.02 0.15 0.30 -0. 06 -0.72 -0.19 
0.17 0.09 -0.04 -0.06 2.20 3.20 2.96 
-0.18 1.19 -0.41 -0.72 3.20 130.78 83.01 
-0.72 1.25 -0.07 -0.19 2.96 83.01 99.90 
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Table 21, Expected genetic responses in 13 characters when se­
lection was based on individual characters, expected 
genetic responses in other characters when selection 
was based on yield alone, and means of the charac­
ters in the base population 
Expected genetic responses^  
Selection based Selection based 
Characters on itself on yield alone Means 
Yield 10.96 (26.1)* 10.96 (100.0)° 42. 00 
Moi sture -2.54 (13.4) -0.40 (15.7) 18. 95 
Root lodging -4.32 (92.1) 1.77 (-41.0) 4. 69 
Stalk lodging 1 H
 
(115.6) 3.00 (-19.3) 13. 44 
Plant height -18.36 (9.1) 3.47 (-18.9) 201. 80 
Ear height -16.65 (17.1) 5.42 (-32.5) 97. 11 
Com borer -1.96 (36.3) 0.44 (-22.4) 5. 40 
Percentage emergence 13.01 (15.1) 2.64 (20.3) 86. 10 
Emergence index -1.71 (11.9) -0.51 (29.8) 14. 30 
Seedling dry weight 0.73 (24.3) 0.10 (13.7) 3. 00 
Root size -0.30 (7.3) 0.08 (-26.7) 4. 09 
Secondary root growth -0.45 (10.7) 0.10 (-22.2) 4. 21 
Tasselling date -1.30 (1.7) -0.19 (14.6) 75. 94 
1^0# selection intensity. 
V^alues in parentheses were expressed in percentages of 
means. 
V^alues in parentheses were expressed in percentages of 
direct genetic responses. 
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indirect selection (i.e., selection for yield alone). Yield, 
ear height, com borer resistance, percentage emergence, and 
seedling dry weight had high potentials for improvement. How­
ever, misleading conclusions might be drawn from the expected 
genetic advances for root and stalk lodging percentages. These 
two characters showed 92.1^  and 115.6^  improvement of their 
means from direct selection, which was impossible. As pointed 
out by Sprague (I966), the distributions of these two charac­
ters are often highly skewed. Table 21 also shows that their 
means were relatively low. Possibly, transformation of data 
would bring these two characters closer to a normal dis­
tribution. 
Although selection based on yield alone would improve 
cold tolerance and maturity characters slightly, at the same 
time it might lead to undesirable changes in several other 
characters (Table 21). Higher root and stalk lodging percent­
ages and taller plants with higher ears could be expected when 
selection was based on yield alone. Furthermore, the selected 
families would be more susceptible to com borer and com 
rootworm than the base population. 
Index Selection 
Index selection using arbitrarily assigned relative economic 
weights 
Seven characters~-yield (YLD), com borer resistance (GB), 
percentage emergence (PE), emergence index (EI), seedling dry 
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weight (SDW), root size (RS), and secondary root growth (SRG)— 
have "been considered in constructing 13 selection indices. The 
combinations of various characters used in the indices are 
given in Table 22. The first 7 indices included YLD and other 
characters with 10% selection intensity. The last six indices 
were composed of characters other than YLD with mild selection 
intensity (25^ ). Combinations of characters in individual 
indices were considered because measurements of those charac­
ters could be made in the same cycle of selection or in the 
same experiments. MST, RL, and SL were not used in index con­
struction because of the expected indirect responses due to 
their correlations with RS and SRG (Tables 15 and I6). However, 
the expected correlated responses of these three characters 
will also be presented together with the genetic responses of 
the above seven characters. 
Difficulties arose when appropriate relative economic 
weights had to be assigned to the characters in each index. 
To facilitate making comparisons among genetic improvements in 
terms of YLD from direct selection based on YLD itself and 
based on various indices, the economic weight of YLD was set 
to unity. The economic weights for other characters were 
given relative to YLD. There were five sets of relative 
economic weights (Table 23) considered in constructing the 
first seven indices in Table 22. The last six indices were 
computed with only the first four sets of the relative economic 
weights in Table 23 since no economic importance was given 
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Table 22. The combinations of characters considered in con­
structing 13 selection indices 
Index Characters 
1 YLD + CB 
2 YLD + PE + EI + SDW 
3 YLD + RS + SRG 
4 YLD + CB + PE + EI -t- SDW 
5 YLD + CB + RS + SRG 
6 YLD + PE + EI + SDW + RS + SRG 
7 YLD + CB + PE + EI + SDW + RS + SRG 
8 PE + EI + SDW 
9 RS + SRG 
10 PE + EI + SDW + RS + SRG 
11 CB + PE + EI + : SDW 
12 CB + RS + SRG 
13 CB + PE + EI + SDW + RS + SRG 
to any character other than YLD. These economic weights, 
which varied in each set depending on emphasis allocated to 
individual characters, were given to the seven characters 
although not all of them would be considered simultaneously 
in various indices (Table 22). Table 23 shows that in set I 
all characters except YLD were considered equally important 
and were economically as important as one-half of YLD. In set 
II the economic value of YLD was higher than in set I and CB, 
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Table 23. rive 
seven 
sets of relative 
characters 





YLD CB PE EI SDW RS SRG 
Set I 1.0 TO. 5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 -0.5 
Set II 1.0 -0,4 0.2 -0.4 0.4 -0.2 — 0.2 
Set III 1.0 -0.4 0.2 -1.0 1.0 — 0.2 -0.2 
Set IV 1.0 -0.2 0.1 -1.0 1.0 -0.1 —0.1 
Set V 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
EI, and SDW were more important than PE, RS, and SRG. EI and 
SDW in sets III and IV were considered economically as impor­
tant as YLD. In the last set YLD was the only character em­
phasized in this hypothetical breeding program. 
To interpret the relative economic weights, for example 
in set I, YLD had economic weight 1.0, whereas other charac­
ters were set at 0.5 or -O.5 depending on our goals in increas­
ing or decreasing the measurements of these characters. The 
positive value assigned to character results in selection 
for a desired increase in that character while the negative 
sign of X. results in selection for decrease. The value -O.5 
of EI, GB, RS, and SRG means that decreasing any one of these 
four characters by one unit or rating scale would be equiva­
lent to increasing YLD by a half of its unit (0.5 q/ha), and 
similarly the value 0.5 of PE and SDW means that increasing 
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either of these characters by or 1 dg would be equivalent 
to direct increase by a half unit of YLD measurement, and so on. 
Parts of the genotypic and phenotypic variance-covariance 
matrices in Tables 19 and 20 were used in computing phenotypic 
weights for the characters involved and in computing genetic 
responses from the application of each index. 
The expected aggregate genetic advances in yield equiva­
lent, the expected direct and indirect genetic responses in the 
units of the 10 characters, and the phenotypic weights (b-
values) resulting from application of 13 selection indices 
with four or five sets of relative economic weights are 
presented in Tables 24-36. 
Among the five sets of relative economic weights used to 
construct indices 1-7 (Tables 24-30) and the four sets used 
with indices 8-13 (Tables 31-36), set I frequently contributed 
the greatest aggregate genetic advance. This was due to the 
fact that all characters except YLD were considered equally 
important which, in turn, resulted in the highest genetic 
progress in yield equivalent. The use of set I in constructing 
indices 1, 3» and 5 resulted in the lowest aggregate genetic 
advances (Tables 24, 26, and 28). This resulted from the in­
creases in rating scales of CB, RS, and SRG (Tables 24, 26, and 
28) when more emphasis was placed on YLD (Table 23). YLD 
changed slightly across all sets of economic weights, whereas 
susceptibility to com borer and com rootworm increased from 
the use of sets I-V. The loss in yield equivalent resulting 
Table 24. Expected aggregate genetic advance in yield equivalent from the use of 
index 1 with five sets of relative economic weights, the corresponding 
expected genetic responses per cycle in the units of the 10 characters, 
and the corresponding phenotypic weights (in parentheses) of characters 
used in the index 
Genetic responses 
indirect 
weights advance YLD CB PE EI SDW RS SRG MST RL SL 




2.52 -0.48 0.10 0.08 0.10 -0,42 1.77 2.94 




2.56 -0.49 0.10 0.08 0.10 -0.41 1.77 2.96 
Set 111% 10.79 10.94 
(0 .85)  
0.36 
(-0.17) 
2.56 -0.49 0.10 0.08 0.10 -0.41 1.77 2.96 
Set IV 10.87 10.96 
(0 .85)  
0.43 
(-0.03) 
2.63 -0.50 0.10 0.08 0.10 -0.40 1.77 3.00 




2.70 -0.52 0.10 0.08 0.10 
-0.39 1.77 3.03 
^he same relative economic weights. 
Table 25. Expected aggregate genetic advance in yield equivalent from the use of 
index 2 with five sets of relative economic weights, the corresponding 
expected genetic responses per cycle in the units of the 10 characters, 
and the corresponding phenotypic weights (in parentheses) of characters 
used in the index 
Genetic responses 
weights advance YLD PE EI SDW CB RS SRG MST RL SL 
Set I 14.68 9-53 9.15 -1.15 0.00 0.54 0.08 0.10 -0.46 1.11 1.8? 
(0.90) (0.28) (-0.96) (-1.23) 
Set II 12.23 10.59 6.24 -0.90 0.06 0.52 0.08 0.10 -0.44 1.48 2.51 
(0.87) (0.11) (-0.56) (-0.35) 
Set III 12:83 10.43 6.70 -1.00 0.07 0.53 0.07 0.09 -0.43 1.41 2.43 
(0.89) (0.12) (-0.88) (-0.13) 
Set IV 12.22 10.69 5.50 -0.89 0.09 0.52 0.07 0.09 -0.41 I.53 2.65 
(0.88) (0.07) (-0.76) (0.17) 
Set V 10.96 10.96 2.93 -0.56 0.10 0.45 0.08 0.10 -0.40 1.75 2.98 
Table 26, Expected aggregate genetic advance in yield equivalent from the use of 
index 3 with five sets of relative economic weights, the corresponding 
expected genetic responses per cycle in the units of the 10 characters, 
and the corresponding phenotypic weights (in parentheses) of characters 














































0.44 2.68 -0.50 0.10 -0,40 1.80 3.05 
^he same relative economic weights. 
Table 2?. Expected aggregate genetic advance in yield equivalent from the use of 
index 4 with five sets of relative economic weights, the corresponding 
expected genetic responses per cycle in the units of the 10 characters, 
and the corresponding phenotypic weights (in parentheses) of characters 
used in the index 
Genetic responses 
indirect Direct 
YLD CB PE EI SDW 
9.52 0.49 9.13 -1.13 0.00 
(0.89) (-0.15) (O.27) ( -0.92) (-1.21) 
10.60 0.46 6.16 -0.88 0.06 
(0.87) (-0.13) (0.11) ( -0.52) (-0.33) 
10.45 0.50 6.64 -0.97 0.07 
(0.88) (-0.09) (0.12) ( -0.84) (-0.11) 
10.70 0.53 5.46 -0.88 0.09 
(0.87) (0.03) (0.07) ( -0.73) (0.19) 
10.97 0.50 2.94 -0.56 0.10 
(0.85) (0.10) (0.00) ( -0.10) (0.13) 
weights advance l RS SRG MST RL SL 
Set I 14.42 
Set II 12.02 0.08 0.10 -0.45 1.49 2.50 
Set III 12.62 
Set IV 12.12 . . . 0.0? 0.09  -0.41 1.54 2.66 
Set V 10.97 
Table 28. Expected aggregate genetic advance in yield equivalent from the use of 
index 5 with five sets of relative economic weights, the corresponding 
expected genetic responses per cycle in the units of the 10 characters, 
and the corresponding phenotypic weights (in parentheses) of characters 
used in the index 
Genetic responses 
'UnâlT  ^ iBdirect 
weights advance YLD CB RS SRG PE EI SDW MST RL SL 





2.51 -0.49 0.09 -0.41 1.77 2.97 
Set II& 10.76 10.94 







2.58 -0.49 0.09 -0.41 1.80 3.02 








2.58 -0.49 0.09 -0.41 1.80 3.02 








2.66 -0.50 0.09 -0.40 1.81 3.06 








2.73 -0.51 0.10 -0.39 1.81 3.09 
^he same relative economic weights. 
Table 29. Expected aggregate genetic advance in yield equivalent from the use of 
index 6 with five sets of relative economic weights, the corresponding 
expected genetic responses per cycle in the units of the 10 characters , 
and the corresponding phenotypic weights (in parentheses) of characters 
used in the index 
Genetic responses 
%= ifSIfîr  ^ Ei-ct indirect 
weights advance 
Set I 14.60 
Set II 12.19 
Set III 12.80 
Set IV 12.20 
Set V 10.97 
YLD PE EI SDW RS SRG CB MST RL SL 
9.52 9.19 -1.15 0.00 0.08 0.11 0.54 -0.47 1.14 1.92 
(0.89) (0.27) ( -1.02)( -1.25) (0.12) (0.42) 
10.60 6.26 -0.90 0.06 0.08 0.11 0.52 -0.44 1.51 2.57 
(0.87) (0.11) ( -0.59)( -0.36) (0.15) (0.23) 
10.43 6.72 -0.99 0.07 0.08 0.10 0.53 -0.43 1.43 2.46 
(0.88) (0.12) ( -0.91)( -0.14) (0.05) (0.23) 
10.69 5.51 -0.89 0.09 0.08 0.10 0.52 -0.41 1.55 2.68 
(0.88) (0.06) ( -0.78) (0.17) (0.06) (0.17) 
10.97 2.95 -0.55 0.10 0.08 0.10 0.45 -0.40 1.79 3.04 
(0.85) (0.00) ( -0.12) (0.12) (0.22) (0.10) 
Table 30. Expected aggregate genetic advance in yield equivalent from the use of 
index 7 with five sets of relative economic weights, the corresponding 
expected genetic responses per cycle in the units of the 10 characters, 
and the corresponding phenotypic weights (in parentheses) of characters 
used in the index 
Genetic responses 
Bi-t 























































-0.39 1.80 3. 08 
Set I 14.33 9.52 0 . 49  
(0.87)(-0.l4: 
Set II 11.99 10.60 0.46 
(0.86)(-0.12i 
Set III 12.59 10.45 0,50 
(0.87)(-0.09: 
Set IV 12.10 10.71 0.53 
(0.87) (0.04] 
Set V 10.97 10.97 0.49 
Table 31. Expected aggregate genetic advance in yield equivalent from the use of 
index 8 with four sets of relative economic weights, the corresponding 
expected genetic responses per cycle in the units of the 10 characters, 
and the corresponding phenotypic weights (in parentheses) of characters 
used in the index 
Genetic responses 
elreot : Indirect 
weights advance PE EI SDW YLD CB RS SRG MST RL SL 
Set I 5.41 
Set II 2.36 
Set III 2.98 
Set IV 2.07 8.85 -1.19 -0.01 1.70 0.32 0.00 0.01 -O.I3 -O.3I -O.36 
Di c
9.90 -1.03 -0.11 
(0.27) ( -0.88) ( -1.32) 
9.81 -1.08 -0.09 
(0.11) ( -0.46) ( -0.45) 
9.43 -1.15 -0.05 
(0.12) ( -0.79) ( -0.23) 
—
(0.06) ( -0.67) ( -0.07) 
Table 32. Expected aggregate genetic advance in yield equivalent from the use of 
index 9 with four sets of relative economic weights, the corresponding 
expected genetic responses per cycle in the units of the 10 characters, 
and the corresponding phenotypic weights (in parentheses) of characters 
used in the index 
Genetic responses 
econoilc ÏBâiresi _ 
weights advance RS SRG YLD CB PE EI SDW MST RL SL 
Set 0.24 -0.18 -0.30 -1.05 -0.01 -1.48 -0.10 -O.O3 0.14 -1.26 -I.70 
(-0.l6)(-0.25) 
Set 11^  0.10 -0.18 -0.30 -1.05 -0.01 -1.48 -0.10 -O.O3 0.14 -1.26 -I.70 ( - 0 . 0 6 ) ( - 0 . 1 0 )  
Set III& 0.10 -0.18 -0.30 -1.05 -0.01 -1.48 -0.10 -0.03 0.l4 -1.26 -1.70 ( - 0 . 0 6 ) ( - 0 . 1 0 )  
Set IV^  0.05 -0.18 -0.30 -1.05 -0.01 -1.48 -0.10 -O.O3 0.14 -1.26 -I.70 
(-0.03)(-0.05) 
h^e same relative economic weights with different magnitudes among sets. 
Table 33. Expected aggregate genetic advance in yield equivalent from the use of 
index 10 with four sets of relative economic weights, the corresponding 
expected genetic responses per cycle in the units of the 10 characters, 
and the corresponding phenotypic weights (in parentheses) of characters 
used in the index 
Genetic responses 
e— 1fnef?r — - -
weights advance PÊ EI SDW RS SRG YLD CB MST RL SL 










1.35 0.28 -0.22 -0.36 -0.65 










1.43 0.29 -0.20 -0.36 -0.61 










1.59 0.31 -0.17 -0.35 -0.52 










1.69 0.33 -0.13 -0.34 -0.42 
Table 34. Expected aggregate genetic advance in yield equivalent from the use of 
index 11 with four sets of relative economic weights, the corresponding 
expected genetic responses per cycle in the units of the 10 characters, 
and the corresponding phenotypic weights (in parentheses) of characters 
used in the index 
Genetic responses 
eSoSomlc ei-î Wlieçt 
weights advance CB PE EI SDW YLD RS SRG MST RL SL 












1.18 0.03 0.03 -0.23 -o.4o -0.78 








1.11 0.03 0.02 -0.23 -0.40 -0.83 








1.40 0.02 0. 02 -0.19 -0.36 -0.63 








1.63 0.01 0.01 -0.14 -0.31 -0.42 
Table 35» Expected aggregate genetic advance in yield equivalent from the use of 
index 12 with four sets of relative economic weights, the corresponding 
expected genetic responses per cycle in the units of the 10 characters, 
and the corresponding phenotypic weights (in parentheses) of characters 
used in the index 
Genetic responses 
" 
weights advance CB RS SRG YLD PE EI SDW MST RL SL 






-1.77 -2.07 0.29 -0.02 -0.10 -0.52 -1.39 




— 0 « 08 
-0,14) 
-1.67 -1.91 0.32 -0.02 -0.13 -0.33 -1.16 






-1.67 -1.91 0.32 -0.02 -0.13 -0.33 -1.16 






-1.67 -1.91 0.32 -0.02 -0.13 -0.33 -1.16 
h^e same relative economic weights with different magnitudes among sets. 
Table 36, Expected aggregate genetic advance in yield equivalent from the use of 
index 13 with four sets of relative economic weights, the corresponding 
expected genetic responses per cycle in the units of the 10 characters, 
and the corresponding phenotypic weights (in parentheses) of characters 
used in the index 
Genetic responses 
'BT _ 
weights advance CB PE EI SDW RS SRG YLD MST RL SL 












1.23 -0.23 — 0» 36 -0.71 












1.15 -0.24 -0.37 -0.77 





1.42 -0.19 -0.35 -0.61 







1.63 -0.14 -0.32 -0.43 
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from CB, RS, and SRG characters "being given lower economic 
values relative to YLD was less than when higher relative 
economic values were given. Therefore, the greatest reduction 
in yield equivalent was expected from the use of set I, result­
ing in the lowest aggregate genetic advance. 
When YLD or some other characters were weighted heavily, 
as would be expected, more genetic improvement was obtained in 
those characters whereas the others contributed lesser genetic 
advances or, in some cases, they changed toward the undesirable 
direction. Therefore, part of the aggregate genetic progress 
was counterbalanced by the loss due to smaller contributions 
or undesirable changes in some characters and also because 
these characters were worth less in yield equivalent. Indices 
2, 4, 6, and 7 (Tables 25, 27, 29, and 30), sets II and V, in 
which more relative emphasis was placed on YLD, did not show 
selection advantages over other sets of relative economic 
values. In fact, they resulted in less aggregate genetic 
progress, and set V showed the least efficiency among all 
sets of the relative economic weights. 
In set V of the relative economic weights used in con­
structing indices 1-7 (Tables 24-30), YLD was considered the 
primary character and others were secondary. The incorpora­
tion of many characters to enhance the effectiveness of 
selection for YLD (Tables 24-30) failed to show any advantage 
over single character selection for YLD (Table 21). The 
failure of the selection index to improve the primary character 
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2 
was due to the high estimate of heritability for YLD (h = 
0.86) obtained by 8^  progeny testing and the low genetic 
correlations with the other characters. Kuhn and Stucker 
(1973) also reported similar results. 
The correlated genetic responses among nine characters 
resulting from YLD selection (Table 21) differed slightly from 
genetic changes due to index selection using set V (Tables 
2^ -30). Although in some instances the aggregate genetic 
responses were increased, these increments seemed of negligible 
value compared to the time and effort spent in constructing 
indices. Therefore, the use of a selection index to improve 
YLD alone is not warranted for BSSS2 for the characters 
studied. 
Among the seven characters considered in constructing 
selection indices, YLD and PE were the two characters that 
frequently gave the highest and most favorable genetic re­
sponses, both directly and indirectly, from the application of 
selection indices (Tables 2^ -36). Disappointing genetic 
changes in these two characters resulted when CB, RS, and SRG 
were used to construct indices 9 and 12 (Tables 32 and 35)* 
The high estimates of genotypic and phenotypic variances of 
these two characters (Tables 19 and 20) may partly explain 
their high genetic responses. Besides, YLD had received the 
highest economic value in all sets. 
Among the seven selection indices involving YLD, indices 
2, 4, 6, and 7 (Tables 25, 27, 29, and 30), which included cold 
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tolerance characters (PE, EI, and SDW), gave higher aggregate 
genetic advances than indices 1, 3» and 5 (Tables 24, 26, and 
28) regardless of sets of relative economic weights. The 
greatest genetic contribution came from index 2 (14.68 q/ha 
in yield equivalent from the use of relative economic weight 
set I). The addition of other characters to YLD, PE, EI, and 
SDW in index 2 (Table 25) did not greatly increase its effi­
ciency (Tables 2?, 29, and 30). Combining CB and/or RS and 
SRG with YLD showed a slight inferiority to selection based 
on YLD alone (Table 21 vs Tables 24, 26, and 28). Adding 
CB and/or RS and SRG to YLD to form selection indices tended 
to improve only YLD while slightly increasing susceptibility 
to com borer and com rootworm insects, although in some 
cases these changes were negligible. CB, RS, and SRG dis­
played positive genotypic associations with YLD (Table 15), 
indicating that improvement in any of the first three char­
acters would result in decreasing YLD and vice versa. 
The application of indices 1-7 would result in correlated 
genetic responses in both directions. Generally, they reduced 
MST and EI, whereas PE and SDW were increased. These are in 
the desired directions. Lodging percentages from root and 
stalk and susceptibility to com borer and com rootworm were 
expected to increase. With the relative economic weights 
considered, the genetic correlations among YLD, RS, and SRG 
gave positive phenotypic weights to RS and SRG resulting in 
increased scores and increased lodging percentages. 
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Indices 8-I3 (characters other than YLD) showed the same 
trend in contributing aggregate genetic advances as those of 
indices involving YLD. Selection indices composed of cold 
tolerance characters themselves or in combinations with CB, 
RS, and SRG (Tables 31. 33, 3^ . and 36) gave more genetic 
advances than indices involving CB, RS, and SRG (Tables 32 
and 35) regardless of sets of relative economic weights. 
However, the application of these six indices resulted in 
slightly decreased SDW. The greatest loss of improvement in 
SDW occurred when PE, EI, and SDW were considered equally 
important (set I in Tables 31, 33, 3^ , and 36). When more 
emphasis was placed on EI and SDW, EI had more genetic advance 
while SDW still decreased but to a lesser extent. This 
occurred because PE and SDW had the highest and lowest esti­
mates of genotypic and phenotypic variances, respectively, 
among the three cold tolerance characters (Tables 19 and 20). 
Furthermore, PE and EI were negatively correlated genotypically 
and phenotypically while no genotypic correlations were found 
between SDW and PE and SDW and EI although the phenotypic 
correlation between SDW and PE was significantly greater 
than zero at the 0.01 probability level, but it was lower 
than the phenotypic correlation between PE and EI (Tables 15 
and 16). Thus, much of the genetic improvement should go to 
PE and little would goto EI, whereas SDW changed in the 
opposite direction. Mock (personal communication) has indi­
cated that SDW is the most important character in cold 
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tolerance tests. The use of a selection index with equal 
relative economic weights resulted in the discarding of many 
lines that had superior SDV/. He suggested giving more emphasis 
to SDW to obtain selected families that would give vigorous 
seedlings and good seedling establishment. Results from this 
study supported his suggestion and indicated that to attain 
genetic advance in SDV/ more economic importance, perhaps 
several times higher than that used in this study, relative to 
PE and SI should be assigned to the character. 
Indices 8, 10, 11, and 13 (Tables 31. 33. 3^ , and 36) gave 
similar results regardless of the sets of relative economic 
weights used. The inclusion of CB and/or RS and SRG in 
indices 10, 11, and 13, showed.no advantage over index 8; rather, 
these indices resulted in slightly inferior aggregate genetic , 
advance in yield equivalent than did index 8. These indices 
seemed to be useful for direct improvement of PE and EI and 
for indirect improvement of YLD. These results could be 
explained by the high estimates of genotypic and phenotypic 
variances of YLD and PE and the strong associations between 
these two characters. 
The application of indices 8-13 (Tables 31-36) would 
result indirectly in desirable improvement of RL and SL. 
The favorable genetic responses of these two characters were 
due to their sizable estimates of genotypic and phenotypic 
variances (Tables 19 and 20). Other factors were their low cor­
relations with cold tolerance characters, except between RL and 
10^ 
SDW, and their higher positive correlations with com borer and 
desirable root characters (Tables 15 and 16). Owens (1971) 
also found high genotypic and phenotypic correlations between 
RS, SRG and RL in three BSSS com populations. The favorably 
correlated genetic responses also were expected from YLD and 
MST when cold tolerance characters were involved in the 
construction of selection indices (Tables 31» 33t 3^ » and 36). 
The application of indices 8, 10, and 11 (Tables 31» 33, and 
34) resulted in undesirable changes of root characters and/or 
resistance to corn borer. 
The phenotypic weights (b-values) generally varied from 
one index to another and also varied among sets of the rela­
tive economic weights. More phenotypic weights were given to 
characters with increasing relative importance. The greatest 
change occurred when YLD was considered as the primary char­
acter (set V in Tables 24-30) and b-values of some characters 
changed to the opposite sign. 
The construction of indices 1-13 did not indicate that 
the superiority in terms of yield equivalent of a selection 
index increased with an increasing number of characters as 
reported by Young (I96I) and Brim et al. (1959)» Rather, 
it indicated that the superiority of some indices over others 
was dependent on the magnitudes of the estimated variance 
components and the relationships among characters included in 
individual indices. The advantages of some indices in yield 
improvement, due to the addition of more characters, were 
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small and. did not warrant the time and effort spent in con­
structing them. Thus, the application of selection indices 
computed from a few characters should be more suitable and 
practical than those constructed from many characters, if the 
relative economic weights were arbitrarily assigned to the 
characters. 
If one would consider the use of the base index sug­
gested by Williams (1962) as another means of simultaneous 
improvement of several characters, Tables 37 and 38 would re­
flect some expected results. Table 37 shows phenotypic weights 
of indices obtained by using the four sets of arbitrarily 
assigned relative economic weights from Table 30 and the pheno­
typic weights of the base index where the relative economic 
weights themselves (Table 23) were used as the index coeffi­
cients. We can see that the phenotypic weights of these two 
types of index selection were different in both magnitudes and 
signs. Since a selection index, I = is constructed 
to have maximum correlation with the aggregate genotypic value, 
H = S^ a^ G^ , of a particular individual, so one can expect b^  = 
i^ i^ ~ ^ i (heritability of = 1.0). But, even though 
the estimate of heritability of character is high, b^  would 
never be equal to a^  because of genotypic correlations 
between involved characters. Results in Table 37 already 
indicate that though the seven characters were considered as 
having high heritability estimates, their phenotypic weights 
calculated from the conventional method were not similar to 
Table 37- Phenotypic weights for the seven characters included in the conventional 
and the base indices 
Characters 
YLD CB PE EI SDW RS SRG 
Selection indices* 
Set I 0.87 -0.14 0.27 
-0.97 -1.22 0.34 0.28 
Set II 0.86 -0.12 0.11 
-0.55 -0.33 0.32 0.12 
Set III 0.87 -0.09 0.12 -0.87 -0.12 0.25 0.11 
Set IV 0.87 0.04 0.06 
-0.75 0.19 0.21 0.08 
Base indices^  
Set I 1.0 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 -0.5 
Set II 1.0 -0.4 0.2 -0.4 0.4 -0.2 -0.2 
Set III 1.0 -0.4 0.2 
0
 
1—i 1 1.0 — 0 « 2 — 0.2 
Set IV 1.0 -0.2 0.1 -1.0 1.0 — 0 » 1 -0.1 
s^ing data from Table 30. 
^Using data from Table 23, 
Table 38. Expected aggregate genetic advances and expected genetic responses per 
cycle of selection of 10 characters resulted from the use of the con­
ventional and the base indices 
Genetic responses 
Aggregate Direct Indirect 
advances YLD CB PE EI SDW RS SRG MST RL SL 
Selection indices^  
Set I 14.33 9.52 0.49 9.17 -1.14 0.00 0.09 0.11 -0.47 1.16 1.92 
Set II 11.99 10.60 0.46 6.18 -0.88 0.06 0.09 0.11 -0.45 1.53 2.58 
Set III 12.59 10.45 0.50 6,66 -0.98 0.07 0.08 0.10 -0.43 1.45 2.48 
Set IV 12.10 10.71 0.53 5.47 -0.88 0.09 0.08 0.10 -0.41 1.57 2.71 
Base indices 
Set I 13.88 , 
(96.85)'= 
8.48 0.37 10.20 -1.07 0.08 0.08 0.10 -0.42 1.11 1.30 
Set II 11.88 
(99.08) 
10.29 0.37 6.92 -0.87 0.10 0.08 0.10 -0.44 1.51 2.24 
Set III 12.46 
(98.96) 
10.03 0.40 7.45 -1. 00 0.12 0.07 0.09 -0.41 1.41 2.14 
Set IV 12.04 
(99.50) 
10.51 0.46 5.94 -0.92 0.13 0.07 0.09 -0.39 1.53 2.50 
U^sing data from Table 30. 
V^alues in parentheses are expressed in percentages of the corresponding 
indices using relative economic weights. 
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the phenotypic weights of the base index. 
Table 38 demonstrates the expected results from the appli­
cation of the conventional and the base indices. In general, 
the expected aggregate genetic advances and the expected 
genetic responses of individual characters obtained from both 
methods agreed very well. The base indices were as efficient 
as the conventional indices in contributing the aggregate 
genetic advances. Therefore, one may use the base index in­
stead of the conventional index if heritabilities are high, 
genetic correlations are low, and reliable relative economic 
values of the characters included in the indices are known. 
Falconer (196O) also recommends the use of the relative 
economic importance as the phenotypic weights in family 
selection. 
Index selection using desired genetic gains 
The seven characters, YLD, CB, PE, EI, SDW, RS, and SRG, 
also have been considered in constructing modified selection 
indices. Goals of improvement at the final stage of selection 
for the seven characters were set at 120.00 q/ha, 2.00, 96.00^ 5, 
10.00, 4. <0 dg, 2.00, and 2.00, respectively. Therefore, the 
differences between goals of improvement and means in the base 
population could be used as the desired genetic gains for the 
characters (Table 39)* 
Pesek and Baker (1970) indicated that their modification 
of index selection would be useful in programs of recurrent 
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Table 39. Goals of recurrent selection, means in the 
base population, and the desired genetic gains for 
the seven characters 
Characters 
YLD CB PE EI SDW as SRG 
Goals of 
recurrent 








CM 5.40 86.10 14.30 3.00 4.09 4.21 
Desired 
genetic 
gains 78.00 -3.40 9.90 -4.30 1.50 -2.09 -2.21 
selection. Therefore, two schemes of recurrent selection were 
examined for the possible effectiveness of such index selec­
tion in simultaneous improvement of the multiple characters. 
The first scheme of recurrent selection considered was 
testing. A cycle of selection for this scheme can be com­
pleted within two years if two seasons per year are available. 
YLD and other agronomic characters will be tested in the same 
season (Table 40). 
The expected genetic responses from the application of a 
selection index in recurrent selection using testing with 
10^  selection intensity are shown in Table 41. The use of 
desired genetic gains in constructing the selection index 
necessarily resulted in direct progress of all characters 
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Table 4-0. Recurrent selection with testing 
Season Procedure 
Summer 1 Self-pollinating a number of Sq plants. 
Summer 2 Evaluating S^  families in com borer and com 
rootworm nurseries and in yield trials. 
Winter 2 Recombining selected S^  families. 
simultaneously. A desired decrease in MST, RL, and SL also 
resulted because of the genetic correlations. With 10^  selec­
tion intensity, the genetic improvement of the characters in­
cluded in the index was expected to approach the goals of 
selection in 14 cycles of selection or in 28 years. Sin^ e 
character selection would require about seven cycles to attain 
the goal of improvement for YLD. Therefore, the improvement 
of all seven characters with testing would take twice as 
long as the improvement of YLD to 120 q/ha when selection is 
for YLD alone. 
Another recurrent selection scheme considered in this 
study was a combination of and S2 testings. This breeding 
scheme requires five seasons or three years per cycle of se­
lection at Iowa State University (Table 42). It allows a com 
breeder several alternatives for selecting superior lines. 
(1) He may base his selection criteria on the agronomic char­
acters other than YLD in the S^  generation and evaluate yield­
ing ability in Sg. (2) He may test some characters in and 
Table 41. Expected genetic responses per cycle from the application of the modi­
fied selection index in recurrent selection using S, testing with lOfo 
selection intensity 
Characters 
YLD CB PE EI SDW RS SRG I.ÎST^  RL^  SL^  
Desired 
genetic 




-2.79 0.40 2.52 0.94 -33.18 -4.49 . . . 
Phenotypic 
weights 0.64 -1.54 0.07 0.23 0.86 -11.70 -1.52 
Direct 
genetic , 







- -0.20 -0.47 -1.30 
K^ot included in selection index. 
T^his recurrent selection scheme would require 14 cycles of selection or 28 
years to attain the goals of selection. 
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Table 42. Recurrent selection with a combination of and 
S2 testings 
Season Procedure 
Summer 1 Random mating to obtain thorough recombination. 
Winter 1 Self-pollinating a number of Sq plants. 
Summer 2 Evaluating S. families for com borer resistance 
and cold tolerance prior to flowering. 
Self-pollinating selected S^  families. 
Summer 3 Evaluating S2 families in com rootworm nursery 
and in yield trials. 
Winter 3 A complete diallel for the selected Sp families 
is made to begin recombination. 
Summer 1 Random mating to obtain additional recombination. 
test the remaining characters in Sg. (3) He may evaluate all 
characters in the Sg generation. In this study the breeding 
scheme considered was that CB, PE, EI, and SDW would be 
evaluated in the S^  generation and observations for YLD, RS, 
and SRG would be made in the Sg generation. 
To estimate the expected genetic responses from recurrent 
selection with Sg testing, rough estimates of genotypic and 
phenotypic variances and covariances among the desired char­
acters can be calculated from the data. The environmental 
variance component and the genotypic correlations among char­
acters were assumed to be equivalent in S^  and Sg generations. 
The estimates of variance components of a particular character 
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in Sg were obtained by using the following relationships: 
®^ Fs = i 
Sg 
and = I (Eberhart, 1972) 
where ! o^ p , , and are the estimates of 
Si Sg Sg 
genotypic and genotype x environment interaction variances in 
and Sg generations, respectively. The estimates of geno­
typic and genotype x environment interaction co variance s be­
tween pairs of characters observed in the same experiments 
were also obtained by the same procedures. Then the new esti­
mates of variance and covariance components and the estimated 
genotypic correlation coefficients in Table 15 were used to 
obtain the estimates of genotypic covariances between pairs 
of characters evaluated in different experiments, and to ob­
tain the estimates of phenotypic variance and covariance among 
characters. The estimated genotypic and phenotypic variances 
and covariances among YLD, MST, RL, SL, CB, PE, EI, SDW, RS, 
and SRG in the Sg generation are given in matrix form in 
Tables 4^  and 44. 
The expected genetic responses, relative economic weights, 
phenotypic weights, and the desired genetic gains used in 
applying selection indices with various selection intensities 
in recurrent selection with independent culling levels in 
and Sg are presented in Tables 45-4?. With such a breeding 
Table ^ 3. The estimates of genotypic variance-covariance matrix of 10 characters 
in the Sg generation 
Characters 
Characters YLD KST RL SL CB PE EI SDK RS SRG 
YLD 68.64% -3.21 10.86 22.02 2.78 16.97 -3.15 0.60 0.47 0.61 
MST -3.21 3.40 0.62 -1.70 0.29 -2.44 0.17 0.19 -0.06 -0.09 
RL 10.86 0.62 17.88 -2.44 0.27 -0.21 0.96 0.80 0.77 0.62 
SL 22.02 -1.70 -2.44 133.59 1.85 -11.14 0.06 0.35 1.28 0.69 
CB 2.78 0.29 0.27 1.85 2.55 3.08 -0.61 0.01 -0. 06 0. 04 
PE 16.97 -2.44 -0.21 -11.14 3.08 146.14 -11.17 -0.03 0.61 0.94 
EI 
-3.15 0.17 0.96 0.06 -0.61 -11.17 2.31 0.05 0.04 0. 06 
SD\7 0.60 0.19 0.80 0.35 0.01 -0.03 0.05 0.37 0.00 0.03 
RS 0.47 -0. 06 0.77 1.28 -0.06 0.61 0.04 0.00 0.10 • 0.09 
SRG 0.61 
-0. 09 0.62 0.69 0.04 0.94 0.06 0.03 0.09 0.21 
V^ariance estimates are underlined. 
Tab].e 44. The estimates of phenotypic vapiance-covariance matrix of 10 characters 
in the Sg generation 
Characters 
Characters YLD KST JtL SL CB PE EI SDW RS SRG 
YLD 78.11* -2.49 11.91 16.99 2.78 16.97 -3.15 0.60 0.47 0.61 
MST -2.49 3.61 0.60 -1.63 0.29 -2.44 0.17 0.19 -0.06 -0.09 
RL 11.91 0.60 93.27 -2.43 0.27 -0.21 0.96 0.80 0.77 0.62 
SL 16.99 -1.63 -2.43 146.88 1.85 -11.14 0.06 0.35 1.28 0.69 
CB 2.78 0.29 0.27 1.85 li2â 3.08 — 0.61 0.01 -0. 06 0.04 
PE 16.97 -2.44 -0.21 -11.14 3. 08 217.85 -12.67 1.74 0.61 0.94 
EI -3.15 0.17 0.96 0.06 -0.61 -12.67 3.24 -0.08 0.04 0.06 
SDW 0.60 0.19 0.80 0.35 0.01 1.74 -0.08 0.49 0.00 0.03 
RS 0.47 -0.06 0.77 1.28 -0.06 0.61 0.04 0.00 0.22 0.19 
SRG 0.61 -0.09 0.62 0.69 0.04 0.94 0.06 0.03 0.19 0.39 
V^ariance estimates are underlined. 
Table 4^ . Expected genetic responses from the application of 
the modified selection indices in recurrent selec­
tion using a combination of St and S2 testings with 




PE EI SDW 
Desired genetic gains -3.40 9.90 -4.30 1.50 
Index selection in (44$&) 
Direct genetic responses -O.93 0.46 O.17 0.07 
Indirect genetic responses - - -
Desired gains used -9.30 4.6o I.70 O.7O 
Relative economic weights -1.00 O.O6 O.I6 O.69 
Phenotypic weights -0.72 0.03 O.O7 O.38 
Index selection in (8#) 
Direct genetic responses 
Indirect genetic responses 
Desired gains used 
Relative economic vreights 
Phenotypic weights 
0.59 0.53 - 0 . 6 0  0 .08  
Genetic responses per cyole^  -0.34 0.99 -0.43 O.15 
"Not included in index selection. 
P^ercentages of selection intensity are in parentheses. 
^This recurrent selection scheme would require 10 cycles 
of selection or 30 years to attain the goals of selection. 
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in index selection 
Sg generation 
YLD RS SRG MST 
Characters'" 
RL SL 
78.00 -2.09 -2.21 













-0.28 -0.80 -0.68 
7.89 -0.21 -0.22 -0 .38  -0.72 -1.42 
Table 46. Expected genetic responses from the application of 
the modified selection indices in recurrent selec­
tion using a combination of Si and S2 testings with 




PE EI SDW 
Desired genetic gains -3.40 9.90 -4.30 1.50 
index selection in (40^ ) 
Direct genetic responses -1.00 
Indirect genetic responses 
Desired gains used -9.00 
Relative economic weights -1,00 













Index selection in Sg (6^ ) 
Direct genetic responses 
Indirect genetic responses 
Desired gains used 
Relative economic weights 
Phenotypic weights 
0.62 0:56 -0.64 0.09 
Genetic responses per cycle-O.38 1.10 -0.48 0.I7 
o^t included in index selection. 
Percentages of selection intensity are in parentheses, 
^This recurrent selection scheme would require 9 cycles 
of selection or 2? years to attain the goals of selection. 
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in index selection 
S2 generation Characters' 































Table 4?. Expected genetic responses from the application of 
the modified selection indices in recurrent selec­
tion using a combination of Si and 83 testings with 







Desired genetic gains -3.40 9.90 -4.30 1.50 
Index selection in (35^ )^  
Direct genetic responses -1.08 0.66 0.13 0.10 




Desired gains used -8.48 5.20 1.04 0.80 







1 0.05 0.00 0.84 
Phenotypic v/eights -0.71 0.02 -0.00 0.46 
Index selection in Sg 
Direct genetic responses - - - -
Indirect genetic responses 0.67 0.62 -0.70 0.09 
Desired gains used - -
-
-
Relative economic weights - -
- -
Phenotypic weights 
- - - -
Genetic responses per cycle^  -0.41 1.28 
-0.57 0.19 
N^ot included in index selection, 
P^ercentages of selection intensity are in parentheses. 
^This recurrent selection scheme would require 8 cycles 
of selection or 24 years to attain the goals of selection. 
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in index selection 
s? selection Characters^  
YLD RS SRG MST KL SL 
78,00 —2,09 —2,21 — — — 
-0.81 0.03 0,00 -0,10 0.09 -0,83 
10.20 -0.28 -0.26 -
- - - -O.33 -0,88 -0,66 
84.08 -2.32 -2.16 -
1,00 -34.13 -1,81 _ 
0.76 -14.54 -1.39 _ 
9 .39  -0 .25  -0 .26  -0 .43  -0 .79  -1 .49  
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scheme, it was more difficult to assign the appropriate desired 
genetic gains to each generation than to use recurrent selec­
tion with testing. This procedure required adjustment for 
the desired gains of all characters when a particular combina­
tion of selection intensities in both generations was con­
sidered. Such adjustment obtained the desired simultaneous 
progress for all characters. 
Desired gains used in constructing a selection index in the 
generation for CB and in the Sg generation for YLDandRS were 
increased due to the loss in correlated genetic responses from 
another generation (Tables ^ 5-^ 7)• They were decreased for PE 
and SDW but were changed slightly for SRG because no correlated 
responses were expected from the application of a selection in­
dex in S^ . The phenotypic weight for EI was positive due to a 
higher correlated improvement than needed from application of 
the selection index in Sg. Tables 45-4? show clearly that, by 
using appropriate adjustments, the correlated responses in one 
generation were either counterbalanced or complemented by direct 
responses from another generation, resulting in suitable genetic 
progress of all characters per cycle of selection. With 44^  
and 8?5 selection intensities in S^  and S2 generations, the de­
sired improvement of all characters would be attained after 10 
cycles of selection or 30 years (Table 45). The number of cy­
cles or years required can be reduced by using higher selection 
intensities as shown in Tables 46 and 4?. The application of 
selection indices to this breeding scheme also gave satisfactory 
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indirect genetic responses for MST, KL, and SL in all three 
combinations of selection intensities considered (Tables 45-47X 
The magnitudes of the relative economic weights necesaary 
to obtain the desired expected genetic gains were quite differ­
ent from what might be expected (Tables 4l, 4-5^ 7). In com 
rootworm and cold tolerance studies, previous recommendations 
were to assign equivalent economic weights to the characters 
(Owens, 1971; Mock and Eberhart, 1972). Use of the desired 
gains chosen for this investigation produced different results. 
Because RS and SRG had very similar means and desired genetic . 
gains, one would assume that equal importance should be given 
to them. But much higher weight was needed for RS than SRG to 
obtain the desired genetic gains. The selection index for cold 
tolerance characters also showed that, in order to reach their 
goals of selection at the same time, the greatest economic 
weight must be given to SDW and EI must be assigned positive 
economic and phenotypic weights instead of negative values. 
These results indicate our inability to consider as a whole the 
genetic interrelationships among the characters as discussed by 
Pesek and Baker (1970)' 
The phenotypic weights and expected mean performance of 
YLD and other characters are shown in Tables 48 and 4-9, respec­
tively, for four sets of the arbitrarily assigned relative 
economic weights and two schemes of recurrent selection with 
desired genetic gains. Expected results from the use of index 
7 (Table 30) with the relative economic weights sets I-IV and 
from the use of recurrent selection with S^  testing (Table 4-1) 
and with a combination of and Sg testings (Table 4-6) were 
; 
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used in constructing these two tables. Only results from 
Table 46 were included from the three alternatives of and 
$2 testing scheme because of the similar genetic responses and 
phenotypic weights obtained from those alternatives. 
Table 48 shows the differences in magnitudes and signs of 
the phenotypic weights given to the characters included in 
various indices. The phenotypic weights of the seven char­
acters obtained from the use of desired genetic gains with 
two schemes of recurrent selection were different only in their 
magnitudes. But these phenotypic weights were obviously dif­
ferent from the phenotypic weights obtained by using the rela­
tive economic weights not only in magnitudes, but also in 
signs. Therefore, one could expect changes in the opposite 
direction in some characters at the final stage of selection 
if the two methods of index selection had been used. 
The expected genetic responses of YLD in each cycle of 
selection from individual indices were multiplied by appropri­
ate constants to give the total genetic responses equal to 78 
q/ha. Then the expected genetic responses of the other char­
acters were multiplied by the same constants. These total 
genetic responses ^ sre added to their current means giving 
the expected mean performance at the final stage of selection 
for YLD. Table 49 indicates that, after the goal of improve­
ment for YLD was attained by using the relative economic 
weights, the breeding material would have better performance in 
cold tolerance characters and lower moisture percentage, but 
Table 4-8. Phenotypic weights (b-value s) of the seven characters included in 
various indices 
Characters 
YLD CB PE EI SDW RS SRG 
Indices usin#: relative economic weight s& 
Set I 0.8? -0.14 0.27 -0.97 -1.22 0.34 . 0.28 
Set II 0.86 -0.12 0.11 
-0.55 -0.33 0.32 0.12 
Set III 0.87 -0.09 0.12 -0.87 -0.12 0.25 0.11 
Set IV 0.87 0.04 0.06 -0.75 0.19 0.21 0.08 
Indicés using desired gains 
S^  testing^  0.64 -1.54 0.07 0.23 0.86 -11.70 -1.52 
Sg testing^  0.76^  -0.71® 0.02® 0.04® 0.40® -15.12^  -0.99^  
U^sing data from Table 30. 
U^sing data from Table 4-1. 
°Using data from Table 46. 
P^henotypic weights of characters in Sg generation. 
P^henotypic weights of characters in generation. 
Table 49. Means of 10 characters in the base population and the expected means of 
the other nine characters resulted from the application of selection 
indices using four sets of relative economic weights and the desired 
genetic gains v/hen the mean of YLD reached its goal of selection 
Characters 
YLD CB PS SDV; RS SRG KST HI. SL 
q/ha 1-9 EI dg 1-6 1-6 % CZ 
L'.eans in the base ' 
population 42.00 5.40 86.10 14.30 3.00 4.09 4.21 18.95 4.69 13.44 
Indices using relative economic weights^  
Set I 120.00 9.00 . 100.00 4.96 3.00 4.83 5.11 15.10 14.19 29.16 
(9.4l)t (161.20) 
Set II 120.00 8.79 100. 00 7.82 3.44 4.75 5.02 15.64 15.95 32.43 
(131.58) 
6.99 Set III 120.00 9.00 100.00 3.52 4.69 4,96 15.74 15.51 31.94 
(9.13) (135.78) 
Set IV 120.00 9.00 100.00 7.89 3.65 4.67 4.94 15.97 16.12 33.17 
(9.26) (125.92) 
Indices usinfi desired /^ains 
S, testing^  120.00 2.02 95.98 9.97 4.49 2.06 2.04 16.24 0.00 0.00 
. (-1.6?)(-4.16) 
89 testing^  120.00 I.89 96.27 9.86 4.57 1.96 2.08 15-25 0.00 O.13 
(-2.52) 
^Using data from Table 30. 
^Calculated values in parentheses are over limitations. 
^Using data from Ta,bie 4%. 
^sing data from Table 46. 
Table 50» Expected aggregate genetic advances and expected genetic responses per 
cycle of selection of 10 characters resulted from the use of selection 
indices with four sets of relative economic weights and with the desired 
genetic gains testing scheme) 
Genetic .responses 
'inegf - Direct Indlr._=t 
advances YLD GB PE EI SDW RS SRG MST RL SL 
Indices using relative economic weights^  
Set I 14.33 9.52 0.49 9.17 -1.14 0.00 0.09 0.11 -0.47 1.16 1.92 
Set II 11.99 10.60 0.46 6.18 -0.88 0. 06 • 0.09 0.11 -0.45 1.53 2.58 
Set III 12.59 10.45 0.50 6.66 -0.98 0.07 0. 08 0.10 -0.43 1.45 2.48 
Set IV 12.10 10.71 0.53 5.47 -0.88 0.09 0.08 0.10 -0.41 1.57 2.71 
Indices using desired gains (S]_ testing)^  
Set ic 6.62 , 5.76 -0.25 0.73 -0.32 
(46.19)4 
0.11 -0.15 -0.16 -0.20 -0.47 -1.30 
Set 11° 6 i 24 — — — — 
n (52.04) 
— — — — — 
Set III' 6.50 
(51.62) 
— — — — 
— — 
Set IV° 6.34 — — — — 
(52.39) 
— — — — ,  — — 
s^ing data from Table 30. 
sing data from Table 41. 
'^ Expected genetic responses for the 10 characters are the same. 
V^alues in parentheses are expressed as percentages of the corresponding 
indices using relative economic weights. 
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would be more susceptible to com borer and com rootworms and 
would lodge more than the original population. Using the de­
sired genetic gains, aside from giving the specified genetic 
improvement for all characters included in the indices, also 
resulted in lower moisture and lodging percentages. 
The modified selection index was proposed to be used when 
the relative economic weights of the characters are difficult 
to obtain (Pesek and Baker, 1969b, I97O). If we suppose that 
v/e know the real economic values of the characters, we may 
want to know the efficiency of the selection index obtained 
by using the modified method compared to the conventional 
selection index in contributing to the aggregate genetic ad­
vance. Table 50 was constructed to show the efficiencies of 
selection indices obtained from testing (Table 41) compared 
to index 7 (Table 30) when the relative economic weights sets 
I-IV in Table 23 were - ?umed realistic. Selection indices 
from testing were 4-6^  to 52/5 as efficient as the convention­
al selection indices. However, the efficiencies of the modi­
fied selection indices might be higher if some of the other 
characters had been given relatively higher economic importance 
than YLD. For example, improving CB by 1 rating scale under 
high infestation rates should result in yield increase of 
more than 1 q/ha as assumed in this study. Hence, if a 
breeder wants to use the modified selection method instead of 
the conventional method when the relative economic weights of 
the characters are known, he should consider its efficiency 
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before using it in his breeding programs. 
In most com breeding programs, selection of superior 
lines is normally based on independent culling levels or tan­
dem selection, although index selection has been considered 
recently as another means of selection for some characters. 
Table 51 provides comparisons between tandem selection and 
index selection involving characters from three separate 
testing programs. Results for the separate com rootworm 
and cold tolerance tests were presented in the form of selec­
tion index (indices I and II) which would be similar to the 
techniques already employed at lov/a State University. Com­
parisons were based on 10^  selection intensity and could be 
made only between tandem selection, which is confounded some­
what by the superiority of index selection when two or three 
characters were combined, and index selection for all 
characters. 
When com borer, cold tolerance, and com rootworm tests 
were considered under the tandem selection method, the im­
provement of all characters would be attained in 22 years 
(Table 51)- This assumes that no changes occurred with the 
improved characters after the desired genetic gains were ob­
tained. This is rarely true since the improvement of charac­
ters in the former program might be affected by the subsequent 
selection due to their genetic associations. Selection based 
on one character, for example CB, usually results in choosing 
the families with the extreme performance. This will affect 
Table 51» Summary of the expected results from the use of 
tandem and index selection methods with various 
characters from com borer, cold tolerance, and 
com rootworm testing programs 
CB 
Tandem selection" 
Index I Index II 


















-3.40 9.90 -4.30 1.50 -2.09 -2.21 
-1.00 -16.16 21.11 -1.00 -0.15 
-0.39 -7.58 12.70 -0.40 -0.07 









Index III Index IV 
CB PE EI SDW CB RS SRG 













-0.59 -0.04 -0.95 1.38 -0.58 -6.38 
-0.57 
— 0 « 69 2.01 -0.87 0.30 -0.44 -0.27 -0.29 
5 5 5 5 8 8 8 
5 5 5 5 16 16 16 
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Table 51• (Continued) 
Index selection 
Index V 
CB PE EI SDW RS SRG 
Desired 
genetic 
gains -3.40 9.90 -4.30 I.50 -2.09 -2.21 
Relative 
economic 
weights -1.00 0.11 -O.34 2.04 -11.90 -1.4? 
Phenotypic 
weights -0.55 0.02 -0.44 1.10 -4.58 -0.55 
Genetic 
responses 
per cycle -O.39 1.13 -O.50 0.I6 -0.23 -0.25 
Cycles of 
selection 
required 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Number of 
years 
required 18 18 18 18 18 18 
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indirectly other characters which have strong genetic associa­
tions with the improved character. Characters with negative 
genotypic correlations will change rapidly toward the opposite 
direction. Table 51 indicates that index III, which involved 
CB, PE, SI, and SDV/ characters, gave one year advantage over 
tandem selection with characters from the same tests. Some 
efficiency also would be expected if CB, RS, and SRG were com­
bined to form index IV. This index required tv/o years less 
than tandem selection in order to approach goals of improve­
ment. Combining all characters from the three tests to form 
index V (Table 51) reduced the time required for their im­
provement to 18 years. The application of selection index 
tends to retain families whose performance with respect to 
several adaptive characters is close to the population means, 
and tends to exclude those with extreme expression of a single 
character. 
Because YLD is not the only character of interest in our 
breeding schemes, the exploitation of index selection by using 
desired genetic gains seems promising in simultaneous improve­
ment of several agronomic characters in recurrent selection 
programs. The application of desired genetic gains eliminates 
the need for the relative economic weights which are difficult 
to determine for characters in crop species. Assigning the 
relative economic weights arbitrarily to various characters 
often resulted in higher progress from selection in some 
characters beyond requirement while much more improvement was 
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still needed for the others (Tables 24-36). This was due to 
their interrelationships and the relative economic weights 
given to them. However, if the relative economic values of 
characters could be obtained precisely, for example, data for 
GB might be taken under the heavy artificial infestation of 
com borer and then could be converted into equivalent YLD 
reduction. Under these circumstances the base index will be 
preferable because it maximizes the aggregate genetic advance 
from selection. If such economic values are impractical to 
determine, it is better to use the modified method than to 
try to adjust the economic weights to give proper genetic 
responses. With the modified procedure, progress from selec­
tion for all characters will be in the same proportion of the 
desired genetic gains specified before the construction of 
any index (Tables 41 and 45-47). However, the desired gains 
for minor characters should not be set too high because these 
will reduce genetic gains of the major characters. ^ When no 
progress is needed from a particular character, or when that 
character has no economic value, its desired gain can be set 
at zero or it may be excluded from index construction. 
Gains from the application of the modified index selec­
tion in each cycle can be increased to some extent by using 
appropriate breeding schemes and using higher selection in­
tensities depending on funds and facilities available. This 
procedure allov/s the plant breeder to compare several schemes 
of recurrent selection and to choose the one producing the 
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most progress from selection in terms of time and effort spent. 
Although results from this investigation indicate that both 
schemes of recurrent selection can be used to improve several 
characters simultaneously, the use of testing might be more 
practical at Iowa State University due to the smaller amounts 
of resources required under this situation and the less com­
plicated construction of the selection index. 
Eberhart (1972) has pointed out that reducing the number 
of years per cycle with winter or dry-season nurseries is one 
of the most efficient means for increasing progress from se­
lection. In certain agricultural areas of the world, such as 
in the tropical countries, com breeding programs can be con­
ducted with five seasons every two years. Thus, the use of 
recurrent selection with the combination of and Sg testings 
is expected to be superior to testing under such condi­
tions since desired gains could be obtained in 20 years rather 
than 28. 
Data used in this study were estimated from a relatively 
small sample size (144 families) of the Cq cycle of recurrent 
selection. Hence, one would expect that sampling error might 
be involved in the estimation of the population parameters. 
Also the estimates of population parameters for CB, PE, EI, and 
SDW were not statistically free of genotype x environment in­
teraction effects. As emphasized by Caldwell and Weber (1965)» 
these interactions are of importance and have a marked in­
fluence on the phenotypic weights obtained. In addition, 
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results presented in Tables 41 and ^ 5-^ 7 v/ere based on the 
assumption that there were no changes in the estimates of 
genotypic and phenotypic variance and covariance in the sub­
sequent cycles of selection. But changes of the genetic 
parameters in the subsequent cycles of selection would be ex­
pected. The desired genetic gains should be adjusted each 
cycle of selection because their proportion will fluctuate 
corresponding to the means due to environmental variation and 
due to gains from selection. Realized gains from selection 
may be different from what would be expected as already ob­
served by Pesek and Baker (1970) in wheat. Furthermore, Burton 
et al. (1971) also reported the observed gain in yield of only 
kk'fo of the predicted after four cycles of recurrent selection 
using testing in a BSK com population. When data from 
more than one cycle of selection are available, pooling data 
over 3-4 cycles of selection, then dropping data from the Cq 
cycle and adding data from the cycle, and so on, should be 
effective in minimizing sampling errors and providing an appro­
priate index to be used for that particular cycle of selection. 
Hanson and Johnson (1957) suggest the pooling of the respective 
genotypic and phenotypic matrices when the phenotypic vari­
ances and covariances for the different experiments are ex­
pressed on a common base, that is, are expressed on the bases 
of equal replications, years, and locations. 
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SUmiARY 
A group of 144 families from the BSSS2 maize population 
v/als growl in several locations during the three growing sea­
sons—1970, 1971, and 1972. Observations for various charac­
ters were used to determine whether index selection could be 
used successfully in simultaneous improvement of several 
agronomic characters in recurrent selection programs and to 
compare two schemes of recurrent selection. 
In 1970» observations of com borer resistant and cold 
tolerance characters (percentage emergence, emergence index, 
and seedling dry weight) were collected from different single 
locations. In 1971, data for yield, moisture percentage, root 
and stalk lodgings, and plant and ear heights were taken from 
four locations and data for maturity and com rootworm resis­
tant characters (root damage, root size, and secondary root 
growth) were obtained from another location. In 1972, re-
evaluation of maturity and com rootworm resistance was made 
at the same location as in the previous year. 
Estimates of variance and covariance components were ob­
tained from the combined analyses of variance and covariance 
using the estimated mean squares and mean cross products. 
These estimates, the mean squares, and the mean cross products 
from the combined analyses were used to compute correlation 
coefficients for all possible pairs of the characters observed 
from the same experiments. Family means over all environments 
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of all characters were used to estimate the phenotypic corre­
lations "between pairs of characters observed from different 
experiments. Then these estimates were employed to obtain 
genotypic and phenotypic covariances and also genetic corre­
lations betv/een characters observed from different experi­
ments. The estimates of heritability based on single plot 
and family means were obtained from the variance component 
estimates. 
The grand means of moisture percentage, and root and 
stalk lodgings were relatively low, but the grand means of 
other characters indicated that improvement was still needed. 
The high coefficients of variation for root and stalk lodgings 
resulted from low means and the relatively large errors. 
Estimates of the genotypic variance of all characters except 
root damage exceeded twice their standard errors. Estimates 
were large for percentage emergence, yield, root and stalk 
lodgings, and plant and ear heights. Estimates of genotype x 
environment interaction of yield, moisture, root and stalk 
lodgings, plant height, root size, and tasselling date were 
statistically significant. All characters had estimates of 
error variance greater than twice their standard errors. 
Estimates of heritability for all characters except for root 
damage were generally high. Plant and ear heights, moisture 
percentage, and yield displayed the highest heritabilities and 
root damage displayed the lowest. 
In general, phenotypic correlation coefficients were low 
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and slightly less than the genotypic correlation coefficients, 
indicating that the phenotypic correlation was determined 
mainly by the genotypic portion of the correlation. High 
genotypic and phenotypic correlations were found between 
plant and ear heights and between root size and secondary root 
growth. Yield was positively correlated with all characters 
except moisture percentage and tasselling date with which 
it was negatively correlated. 
Progress from single character selection was estimated 
for each character. Much genetic improvement could be expected 
for each character when selection was applied directly to the 
character. Yield, ear height, com borer resistance, percent­
age emergence, and seedling dry weight had high potentials for 
further improvement. Selection based on yield alone would 
result in some improvement of cold tolerance characters, but 
might lead to undesirable changes in several other characters. 
Estimates of population parameters from seven characters— 
yield, com borer resistance, percentage emergence, emergence 
index, seedling dry weight, root size, and secondary root 
grov/th—were used to construct I3 selection indices with four 
or five sets of arbitrarily assigned relative economic weights. 
Generally, these indices failed to show satisfactory improve­
ment for all characters included in individual indices. Most 
of the improvement went to yield, the character which received 
the most economic importance. Also much improvement went to 
percentage emergence. The incorporation of several characters 
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to enhance the effectiveness of selection for yield also 
failed to show much advantage over single character selection 
"based on yield alone. This might have resulted from the high 
estimates of heritability for yield obtained by testing 
and the low correlations of the other characters with yield. 
The base index (relative economic weights used as the 
index coefficients) was also evaluated as another means of 
concurrent selection of.various characters. Four sets of the 
relative economic weights were used to construct the base 
indices for the seven characters. Expected genetic responses 
from the use of the base indices v/ere in agreement with those 
of the conventional method. The base indices were estimated 
to be 97^  to 99^  as efficient as the conventional selection 
indices. When sufficient replications and environments are 
used in recurrent selection involving family performance 
evaluations, heritabilities will be high and the base index 
will approach the efficiency of the conventional index. 
Because estimates of population variances and covariances are 
not required, the use of the base index would be preferable 
when reliable relative economic values of the characters in­
cluded in the indices are known. 
When relative economic weights are not known, the modified 
index selection suggested by Pesek and Baker (1969b) v/as con­
sidered as an alternative procedure to give appropriate simul­
taneous improvement for all characters of interest. Seven 
characterc—yield, corn borer resistance, percentage emergence, 
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emergence index, seedling dry v/eight, root size, and secondary 
jToot growth—were considered in constructing the modified 
selection indices. Goals of improvement at the final stage of 
recurrent selection for the seven characters were set at 
120.00 q/ha, 2.00, 96.00^ , 10.00, 4.^ 0 dg, 2.00, and 2.00, 
respectively. The differences "between goals of improvement 
and means of the characters in the base population were used 
as the desired genetic gains. 
Two breeding schemes of recurrent selection were con­
sidered in applying the modified selection index. With 
testing and with 10$^  selection intensity the improvement of 
all characters was expected to approach their goals after 
14 cycles (or 28 years ) of selection. In another scheme of 
recurrent selection, com borer and cold tolerance characters 
would be evaluated in the generation whereas yield, root 
size, and secondary root growth were tested in the Sg genera­
tion. This breeding scheme requires adjustment for the desired 
gains used in constructing selection indices in both genera­
tions due to the correlated genetic responses from the applica­
tion of selection index in the other generation. With 44^  and 
8^  selection intensities in the and generations, the 
improvement of all characters was expected to reach their goals 
after 10 cycles (or 30 years) of selection. The numbers of 
cycles or years required can be reduced to some extent by 
using higher selection intensities. With five seasons in two 
years, the ten cycles could be completed in 20 years. 
I4l 
The efficiency of the modified index selection was de­
termined "by comparing results expected from recurrent selec­
tion with testing and from the conventional indices assum­
ing that four sets of the relative economic weights were 
realistic. The modified selection indices from testing 
were only 46^  to $2^  as efficient as the conventional indices 
in contributing aggregate genetic advances. 
Comparisons between tandem and index selection were made 
by using characters from three different sets of experiments. 
These comparisons indicated that the use of index selection 
would be more advantageous than tandem selection in terms of 
cycles or years required to achieve goals of selection. 
It was concluded that the modified index selection could 
be used effectively in simultaneous improvement of several 
agronomic characters in recurrent selection programs. This 
procedure would eliminate the need for assigning relative 
economic weights which are difficult to determine for charac­
ters in crop species. It will also allow a plant breeder to 
compare several schemes of recurrent selection and to choose 
the best one in terms of expected progress from selection, 
time, and effort required to achieve the progress. Although 
results from this study indicated that both schemes of re­
current selection could be used, the use of testing might 
be more practical in the Com Belt due to the fewer resources 
required and fewer complications in constructing selection 
index. 
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The index from the Cq cycle of recurrent selection can 
be used for the first cycle of selection. But it is recom­
mended that, when data from more than one cycle of selection 
are available, data should be pooled over cycles and the 
selection index recomputed to obtain better information. As 
progress is made, the use of the data from the four most 
recent cycles of selection would reflect any change that 
might occur in genetic variance and covariance. 
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